


As a well-
spent day 
brings happy 
sleep, so a life 
well spent 
brings happY 
Death.
Leonardo Da Vinci
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FOREWORD
As always, projects like this one take a certain level of effort that surpasses my 

normal workload. As such, I usually get stressed out, irritable, and generally 
unlikable for a certain amount of time. My wife and children manage to put up with 

it, and for that, I thank them for continuing to love me.

To my wife and children, thank you for understanding. I love you all.
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Back in 2010 I wrote a short ebook entitled, “The 

Machine Principle.” It basically compared the 

human body to a machine; all aspects of fitness 

were therefore the maintenance for the machine. 

While I still believe that a variety of the principles 

and concepts hold true, I’ve realized that fitness 

is about a lot more than simple maintenance, it’s 

about evolution. Your body is constantly evolving 

through different stages of your life along with 

your mindset, your experience level, your age, 

your maturity, etc.

There is no step-by-step procedure that will work 

for everyone, nor is there a life experience (what 

I argue is the biggest influence on the success or 

failure of any fitness program) that can be dupli-

cated from one person to the next. You cannot be 

a machine that is part of a 7 billion unit produc-

tion run (the estimated number of people on the 

planet); you are unique, and you are alone.

With this line of thinking, it is impossible to com-

pare the entire body to that of a car or some oth-

er vehicle because machines don’t change. They 

may evolve in the sense that they can be upgrad-

ed, but true change occurs in a typical machine 

when new models are released. Until science 

progresses quite a bit, you’re stuck with a single 

vehicle that can’t be replaced (your body). 

Fortunately for you, you’re probably not utilizing 

your stock model to its full potential yet, nor are 

you prepared to make any upgrades. Your body 

is a machine, but it is a mushy, maliable machine 

prone to unforeseen changes, operating proce-

dures, and breakdowns. The worst of all potential 

You Are a Machine... Sort Of

problems is operator error. Your body wants to be 

optimized and normal; it wants to find balance, 

utilize fuel in the best way possible, deal with 

abnormalities and obstructions quickly and effi-

ciently, and repair itself to the best of its abilities. 

The problem most of the time is not your body, 

it’s you.

Operator Error
The biggest issue with long term fitness is a mind-

set problem. Simply trying to understand your 

current motivations is tough enough; now just im-

agine how your motivations might evolve through 

the different stages of life!

A 20-year-old female college student thinks about 

her physicality much differently than the 70-year-

old retired grandma she may become one day. 

The problem is not a simple matter of “getting 

older,” it’s a matter of compensating for life ex-

periences that change your perception about the 

world.

How does your motivation to exercise change 

when you’ve been playing sports throughout 

school and finally graduate? How does it change 

when you have a death in the family? How does it 

change when you move to a new state, get a new  

job, or have a baby? Your age is a factor in these 

different situations, but your mindset is a much 

greater one.

Just as your body and mind are constantly shifting 

and changing, so too must your workouts. That’s 

why you must have a complete understanding of 

what you need, combined with a methodology 
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You are the Trainer
I didn’t write this book for fitness professionals. I 

wrote this book for any person that is interested 

in their physicality beyond the next beach sea-

son, date, or high school reunion. This philosophy 

isn’t about helping others, it’s about helping you 

take control of what I call your “Physical Future.”

While it’s easy to poo-poo the “why” behind your 

workouts and diet, you must begin to understand 

how everything applies to your 

WHAT IS A MAD METHOD?
I’m often asked what a Mad Method is. It has sev-

eral meanings actually. For one, my name is Mark 

Andrew de Grasse (M.A.d.). Boom! Mind blown, 

right?

That’s not the original meaning though. After 

years of trying to explain how the term relates 

to the phrase “unconventional training” (and how 

that term related to unconventional warfare), I 

have come to the following explanation.

When you have a system that is so different and 

unique that it looks like madness to people who 

don’t understand it yet, that is a “Mad Method.”

The term actually originated from from Shake-

speare’s Hamlet, produced in 1602. The actual 

line from the play is “Though this be madness yet 

there is method in it.”

that will allow for effective change.

I’m sure this sounds overally complicated for 

something as simple as keeping your body work-

ing, and that is why I wrote this book. It is compli-

cated, but it is also extremely necessary. The only 

person who could truly change your body is you. 

Can you be an expert?
These days it seems like everyone is starting to 

be much more honest with themselves. They are 

willing to acknowledge their deficincies, and this 

is a good thing. Identifying your weaknesses is 

the first step in eliminating them. The problem 

is that many people are not just identifying their 

weaknesses, they are glorifying them.

It’s one thing to accept that you aren’t the best 

athlete in the world, it’s quite another to accept 

that as a fact, throw up your arms, and tell your-

self that if you can’t be the best at something, 

then there is no point in trying to improve at all.

How many people today accept their unhealthi-

ness as some kind of unchangeable circumstance?  

Their tendency to eat hamburgers and hotdogs 

for lunch everyday is the same genetic attribute 

that determined their hair color; an unchangeable 

fact of life that is useless to fight. There are many 

things that we cannot control or change; your ba-

sic fitness level is not one of those.

Every one of us is the operator of our person-

al machine. It is up to us to control it, maintain 

it, and use it to the best of our abilities. No one 

will care for your body like you; not your sports 

coach, not your personal trainer, not your hus-

band/wife/girlfriend/boyfriend. At the end of the 

day, no one really cares about how your body 

is operating besides you. You must acknowledge 

this before you can appreciate the fact that it is 

up to you, and only you, to manage the unwieldy 

mess that is your vehicle.
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I am Mark de Grasse. I originally had no desire 

to become a trainer, or any type of coach for that 

matter.

Trainer Mark de Grasse
I played sports and have led an “active” life, but 

never really thought about training people until a 

few years ago.
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the average driver. Fortuneatly for both of us, this 

isn’t the case with me. My motivation for action 

is simply... different.

My lack of a competitive drive was combatted by 

natural talent combined with athletic ability and 

a rediculous capacity for working hard to avoid 

letting people down. Even when I don’t like what 

I’m doing I will work very hard at it if people 

are counting on me. Without some type of out-

side motivation (e.g. the fear of the letting others 

down, the need to support my family, the demand 

to fill the orders of a superior, etc.), I would sim-

ply take the easiest, most efficient course of ac-

tion to get what I need. After a few decades of 

living on this planet, I’ve realized that I need very 

little.

I am a minimalist. I don’t need or want a lot of 

things. By “things,” I’m not just talking about 

money, cars, furniture, televisions, etc. I’m talk-

ing about the need for lots of relationships, the 

Throughout my youth I was physically capable. 

Despite the fact that I was rarely driven to “win,” I 

usually excelled at sports (good genetics I guess). 

I literally had a 6-pack at the age of 6.

I played volleyball, soccer, and water polo. I ran 

track and swam. I was put on all-star teams, giv-

en awards,  and was on a top varisty water polo 

team my freshmen year of high school (we won 

CIF when I was a sophmore and I was an All-

American). I played water polo for a year of col-

lege and had the second highest amount of blocks 

in the state of California.

I know what you might be saying to yourself, “I 

think I might hate this guy.” You wouldn’t be the 

first. A lot of people condemn capable people 

who don’t make full use of their abilities, gifts, 

and talents. A common analogy I like to use 

is watching a guy in a super car driving in the 

slow lane blocking traffic. He has the ability to 

go 250mph but is content to drive slower than 
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need for validation, the need to become a legend, 

industry leader, or world-changer.

All of that stuff would be great, but is ultimately 

unnecessary. Money in the bank is just security, 

friends are entertaining, and success is temporar-

ily exciting (the same is true for winning a cham-

pionship). To me, it all seems very fleeting. The 

only thing that lasts is how you feel, and how you 

feel is only important if it can be maintained for 

an appreciable time.

By “appreciable time,” I mean that it can’t be 

something that simply gets you excited for an in-

stant, then quickly fades away. We’ve all listened 

to speeches that have inspired us at the moment 

they were given, then can’t remember what the 

message was. We’ve all found movies hilarious at 

one time that we never laughed at again. We’ve 

all had a feeling of instant elation and happiness 

that we couldn’t hold on to no matter how hard 

we tried.

The point is that there are very few sustainable 

feelings that can be maintained without constant  

input. If you aren’t motivated by something con-

stantly, it’s not going to last. If it doesn’t last, then 

what’s the point? A moment of happiness is only 

good for a moment unless it can be effectively 

repeated.

That, in a nutshell, is my view of fitness. It’s some-

thing that is extemely fleeting. If you’re not will-

ing to put in the constant effort, then there is no 

point to it. In my experience, putting in constant 

effort means treating fitness as a mandatory task. 

Just like showering, brushing your teeth, eating, 

making a living, and paying your bills; if you don’t 

want to waste away, it’s something that must be 

done whether you want to or not.
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The Body

I’ll emphasize the uniqeness of your personal sit-

uation throughout this book. While there could 

be similarities between experiences, the sum total 

of one person’s experience compared to the next 

person will vary greatly. For that reason, the only 

person who could truly understand your needs is 

you.

In this section we will examine the status of your 

body. It is important to be honest with yourself 

here; failing to do so could harm your chances of 

both short and long term results. Really examine 

who and what you are, as well as what you really 

want to achieve. Do you want to be the “super” 

version of you? Do you simply want to get a little 

healthier? Do you want a complete transforma-

tion? Are you more concerned with looks or abili-

ties? How much time do have to invest into your 

fitness level?

Find out who you are, where you want to be, and 

how hard you’re willing to work to get there. The 

sooner you figure that out, the sooner you’ll be 

on your way.
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Given that this book is written for the average 

person looking to achieve practical and sustain-

able results, I want to start with an explanation of 

motivation.

There are many facets of fitness, and many of 

them have no easy correlation with the 80-90% 

of the population that simply want to improve 

their health with a realistic level of exercise.

Some facets of fitness are directly targeting more 

elite standards, such as high level athletic per-

formance, like professional or collegiate athletes, 

fitness professionals, and career bodybuidlers. 

There is nothing wrong with this, however, it 

leads an enourmous gap between the Average 

Joe/Jane’s needs and what is being delivered by 

many programs.

Average Joe/Jane may not have the inclination to 

commit a good portion of their time, effort, and 

resources in the pursuit of the “perfect body,” the 

next PR, or the next personal training client or fit-

ness modelling gig (at least not when they start). 

That is why I concern myself with the practical, 

efficient, and sustainable programs in this book.

Just like every other aspect of fitness and life in 

general, I believe that your fitness motivation is 

an ever-evolving concept that will change over 

time. Your motivation today will not be your mo-

tivation tomorrow. For that reason, your goal is to 

simply have the motivation for self-improvement. 

The ways you can improve are endless, as are the 

reasons you may want to improve. Saying to your-

self, “I want to be better,” is the only qualification 

you need to move forward. 

The fact that you’re reading this is a good sign 

you already said that, so let’s get into some more 

The Body
Fitness Motivation For once you 

have tasted 
flight you 
will walk 
the earth 
with your 
eyes turned 
skywards, 
for there you 
have been and 
there you 
will long to 
return.
Leonardo da Vinci
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specific motiations and try to identify what is cur-

rently driving you forward. The following is a list 

of possible motivations, many of which I’ve expe-

rienced myself and all of which I’ve seen in other 

people, both trainers and trainees alike.

No Motivation
Having no motivation is not a type of motivation, 

but it is a status of being (and an extremely popu-

lar one at that!). This category doesn’t just include  

people who hate fitness and have no drive to im-

prove their health, it also includes people who 

have a very weak, shallow feeling towards fitness.

I’m talking about the people who watch a beach 

movie and say, “I bet I could look like that if I 

exercised a couple days a week and stopped eat-

ing chips all the time.” They then proceed to join 

a local gym and buy some low-fat snack foods, 

climb on an ellipitcal machine once or twice, 

then quit the week after claiming that they’re too 

busy for fitness, aren’t seeing results fast enough, 

or love food too much to keep “dieting.”

Trying very little and quitting immediately doesn’t 

qualify as motivation, the following categories do.

Aesthetic motivation
Next to “No Motivation,” I would say that an Aes-

thetic Motivation is the second most common in 

fitness. This includes anyone looking to “cut the 

fat” in certain areas of their body (commonly the 

abdomin, face, neck, upper arms, and of course, 

the inner thighs to achieve the “thigh gap”) and 

people looking to fit into an outfit in the next 

4-20 weeks.

I would also include bodybuilding in this cate-

gory, although the systematic approach used by 

bodybuilders, including both training and nutri-

tion, puts their motivation a thousand steps above 

the specific fat loss/outfit crowd.

Can you get healthy, strong, and functionally fit 

with bodybuilding? Of course!  But the reason be-

hind why you are training will always be a better-

looking body. Again, we’re talking about pure, 

raw motivation here. If you want to “look better 

naked,” then this is you.

Functional motivation
There are many definitions of “functional fitness” 

online and thousands and thousands of self-

appointed “functional trainers.” There are also 

entire segments of the industry that don’t think 

functional fitness is a thing.  I fall somewhere in 

between these two groups.

Yes, I think that functional fitness is a thing, but I 

believe it is a motivation rather than a particular 

methodology, technique, or a way to describe an 

implement. If you are in this group, you simply 

want to to use fitness to achieve a functional pur-

pose. You want to train so you can perform some 

other task better.

This could be lower body weight training to im-

prove your weekend hiking prowess, grip training 

to improve your ability to hold a tool for longer 

periods, or endurance training to make sure you 

can keep up with your kids/grandkids on the play-

ground.

Competitive motivation
This category is similar to Functional Motiva-

tion in that you are using fitness to prepare for 

something else (competition); what differs is the 

reason. The reason for training is specifcially to 

apply the benefits to a competitive sport or other 

undertaking. Your urge to win is what drives you.

The Body
Types of Motivation (Continued)
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After years of training individuals and working 

alongside hundreds of fitness professionals, I have 

found that every person fits into a different stage 

of fitness. As fit as you think you are, 99.9% of us 

are no where near an elite level of fitness. Chanc-

es are, the majority of us would put ourselves in 

a category one or two grades above where we 

actually are.

This is a problem because if push to shove and 

you needed to use your physicality to deliver re-

sults, you will not perform the way you think you 

will. This can lead to something worse than per-

sonal disappointment, it could lead to injury or 

worse.

When obstacle course started getting really popu-

lar in the late 2000’s, thousands of people, both 

fit and sedentary alike, began signing up. They 

looked like a lot of fun with mud, beer, and smiling 

faces. Problem is, no matter how “fun” a physical 

task may be, they all require physicality! Thinking 

that you can go from eating whatever you want, 

never exercising, and sitting around both at work 

and at home to an obstacle course is insane.

LEVEL 1: Sedentary

LEVEL 2: INTERESTED

LEVEL 3: ACTIVE

LEVEL 4: COMPETITIVE

LEVEL 5: ELITE

The Body
Fitness Stages
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The System

You Always Need a System
I’ve been an “organizer” since as long as I can 

remember. When I was a child I my Aunt D asked 

my cousins and I to put away the toys after we 

were done playing. She watched as I proceeded 

to sort the toys as I was cleaning up, grouping 

them into bins in a way that wouldn’t have been 

understood until the job was done. She told me 

that I had a skill for organization, and I think she 

was right.

Any action that will be repeated more than once 

can be more efficient the next time around, al-

lowing it to deliver more (or at least as much) 

effect with less effort. This is especially true in 

fitness, although it is much more complicated be-

cause the “project” you are working on is chang-

ing and evolving constantly with voluntary and 

involuntary inputs (I’m talking about your body, 

of course).

If you did something once and you knew you were 

going to do it again, wouldn’t you want the next 

time to be easier and faster? Of course! What’s 

interesting is that your body will naturally adapt 

itself around a physical task if you let it happen 

unconsciously. If you dig a ditch every day of your 

life, always shovelling dirt over your left shoulder 

from your right side, particular muscles will de-

velop on one side and not the other. No matter 

how efficient you become at that task, it will lead 

to imbalances that stop progression. That is why 

we have systems, to prevent the things that will 

stop progression.

Over the years I have developed a fitness sys-

tem that delivers consistent, progressive results if 

implemented correctly. It is not complicated or 

sexy, but it is extremely adaptable to your evolv-

ing demands and needs. 

The MegaMad System is a General Physical Pre-

paredness program that is intended to be ada-

pable and customizeable for each user. It can 

achieve a number of fitness objectives because 

of this, but the primary focus is always going to 

be on balancing the different aspects of fitness to 

achieve sustainable results.

Principles
I take an extremely actionable view of principles. 

I believe that a good principle is something that 

can directly apply to a variety of decisions, sim-

plifying the decision making process and making 

results much more consistent. Keep that in mind 

when you review these principles; I used them to 

write this book if you’re looking for examples.

CONSISTENCY

PRACTICALITY

BALANCE

SAFETY

SELF-ASSESSMENT
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The Training

applying the System
The system is realtively simple, and so is the train-

ing. Just like any skill in life, the results are pri-

marily dependent on consistent execution. That is 

what our training will focus on.
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Standard anatomy classes involve breaking out 

the body into independent parts and systems, 

then explaing how each one works by iteself and 

within the entire body. I am not a doctor, scien-

tist, or teacher. There are literally thousands of 

places to get that information in complete detail 

far better than I can explain it within these pag-

es. My purpose is not to regurgitate science, my 

point is to provide you with practical information 

that you can employ to implement my system.

For that reason, I don’t break out exercises, work-

outs, and training programs into individual mus-

cles. Rather, I look at the body as a whole and try 

to create solutions that any person can relate to, 

whether they’re familiar with anatomy and bio-

mechanics or not.

This concept extends beyond simply explaining 

the exercisea; it applies to the exercises them-

selves. Most of the exercises you’ll be employ-

ing with this system will not isolate individual 

muscles, they will hit entire muscle groups, and 

sometimes your entire body, at the same time.

The Body Sections
For the purposes of this system, your body will 

be split up into three sections: upper, lower, and 

core. This seems ridiculously simple, but even at 

this broad level there are ways to manipulate the 

system to target almost any objective you may 

want to achieve.

You’ll notice that the figure on the next page isn’t 

giving you the full-frontal view you typically see 

when books describe body parts and muscles; 

this is intentional. With almost every application 

of the abilities you develop through fitness you’ll 

be coordinating multiple muscle groups to ac-

complish your task. Every muscle, joint, and bone 

must therefore work together to move. In addi-

tion, this book is written for the trainee, so I’ll 

be using muscle terms that almost everyone can 

relate to.

UPPER BODY SECTION

The Upper Body is the upper most section of 

the body. Basically, it is everything above your 

chest and includes your shoulders (deltoids and 

traps), arms (including your hands/grip, forearms, 

biceps, and triceps), and the neck. While it is the 

most heavily used during pressing and pulling 

movements (e.g. Kettlebell Strict Press, Kettlebell 

1-Hand Row, Sandbag Floor Press, Sandbag Bent 

Over Row, Push Up, and Pull Up), it will also be 

utilized during the majority of Core and Lower 

Body exercises to hold or manipulate the weight. 

For this reason, your progression may be limited 

by the strength/endurance of your Upper Body 

(especially your grip strength), even during Core 

or Lower Body drills. For example, while the Ket-

tlebell 2-Hand Swing is a Core conditioning exer-

cise, if your grip is too weak to hold the weight, 

you will not receive as much benefit to that body 

section.

CORE SECTION

The Core Section is the largest portion of your 

body and includes everything from your chest 

down to your thighs. This is your bodies trunk and 

is the home to your largest muscle groups includ-

ing your glutes, hamstrings, quads, abdominals, 

and all of the musculature of your back.

LOWER BODY SECTION

The lower body section is basically everything 

under your knees. This is your primary connec-

tion with the earth is very important. Every move 

you make will originate here. While the section 

is smaller than the core, it is extremely important 

for functional movement.

The Training
Body Sections
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UPPER BODY Section
The Upper Body Section includes eve-
rything above your chest, including 
your shoulders, arms, and neck. If your 
body were a tree, this section would be 
the branches and leaves.

CORE Section
The Core Section extends from your 
chest down to just above the knees. 
It includes your abdominals, back, 
glutes, hamstrings, hips, and quads. 
With our tree analogy, the Core is 
your trunk.

Lower Body Section
The Lower Body extends from your 
knees down to your feet. While this 
may seem like the smallest section, 
it is actually the most important 
in terms of movement. The Lower 
Body is your root system; if your 
roots fail, the abilities of your trunk 
and branches won’t matter.
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The Training
Assessment

A common analogy in the fitness industry is trav-

el. You are on a path to fitness. In order to pro-

gress on the path, you must diet and exercise to 

eventually reach your destination (your destina-

tion being your fitness objective). In order to get 

where you want to go, you have to know where 

you are right now, correct? That is where the Fit-

ness Assessment comes in.

Fitness Assessments provide you with a starting 

or progress point. This is extremely important for 

both emotional and physical progress. Consist-

ency is difficult, especially when you consider 

that the task you are doing isn’t exactly pleas-

ant. For that reason, most people need an emo-

tional boost throughout the process to continue 

working. You may not always be able to look in 

the mirror and see the differences that your train-

ing is making; the Fitness Assesssment will give 

you another marker to judge your progress. If you 

did a maximum of 10 Push Ups last month, then 

did 20 Push Ups this month, do you think you’ll 

feel better even if the weight scale is exactly the 

same? Yes! Better yet, Fitness Asssessments are 

more useful in a number of ways.

Weight & Fat Measurements
The problem with weight and fat measurements 

is that they are highly variable, dependent upon 

factors that you may not understand, and can be 

changed drastically by your environment and life 

experiences. How does depression impact your 

body chemistry? How does the temperature out-

side effect how much you sweat when you train? 

Did you sleep well last night? That could change 

your number too. While a more complete asssess-

ment might include these numbers, we’re not 

looking for “complete” with this system, we’re 

looking for practical and sustainable.

Fitness Challenges & Tests
I have created, or assisted in creating, a number 

of fitness competitions and tests in the past. This 

started with the Doomsday Challenge back in 

2010. That was followed by the Suburban Warrior 

Challenge, Juggernaut Standard/Unconventional 

Training Challenge, and finally the Onnit Acad-

emy Rites of Passage. Each event included a list 

of challenging tests using a variety of implements. 

They required participants to utilize the entire list 

of Fitness Abilities. They are extremely useful in 

determining your skill in terms of the implements, 

your mental fortitude, and your competitiveness. 

Even so, they are not extremely useful in judging 

your actual fitness level consistently.

The problem is that they require such an epic lev-

el of physical output and exercise skill that they 

aren’t useful for long term, regular use. For one, 

if you tried to do any of them on a monthly basis, 

you’d spend quite a bit of time recovering (prob-

ably 3-5 days). This disrupts your regular workout 

regimen and could discourage you from training 

again for an extended period. They induce what I 

call Survivor Complacency.

Survivor Complacency is when you finally ac-

complish a very difficult task or event and are 

so happy with yourself (or with the fact that the 

event has finally passed) that you can’t bring 

yourself to work on a similar feat for some time. 

This destroys consistency and requires that you 

essentially start over once you decide to get back 

on track. I’m not saying that you shouldn’t take 

on difficult physical challenges every once in a 

while, but don’t confuse them with a meaningful 
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assessment of your abilities.

Exercise-by-Exercise Assessment
The MegaMad System is built to be used for long 

term fitness and is geared for independent appli-

cation. For that reason, the assessment is slightly 

different from standardized tests I’ve created in 

the past. Your goal will be to assess yourself for 

the specific purpose of the workouts. While out-

side assessment would be preferential, regular as-

sessments still need to be performed, and self-

assessment is therefore a must.

In order to kill two birds with one stone, the as-

sessments will also be used to determine your 

weight and reps for future workouts.

The Assessment is very simple, but somewhat ar-

duous. Essentially, you need to find your repeti-

tion and weight maximum for each of the Foun-

dational Exercises. These numbers will guide how 

much weight you’ll use for each drill.

Simply pick an exercise (I advise not doing more 

than one Assessment per day), find out your 5 rep 

maximum, then half that weight and find out your 

maximum repetitions. You’ll be using the data to 

track your progress as well as select your weight 

for the workouts, so write it down and date it.
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The Training
Exercises

Kettlebell Training, Sandbag Training, and Body-

weight Training are extremely versatile methods. 

The amout of exercises that can be performed ex-

tends into the thousands, and the possibilities for 

innovation are endless. This book will cover just 

a fraction of the possibilities, but will give you 

enough insight to understand the tools and give 

you endless options in terms of movement and 

workouts.

The Importance of Good Form
A lot of trainers really harp on good form, and 

they should! Proper form is essential for long term 

training, proper progression, and overall safety 

when exercising. You may think that movement 

perfection is limited to people who may be in 

danger if they fail to perform a single repetition of 

an exercise incorrectly. People like Olympic Lift-

ers and gymnasts can become seriously injured if 

they fail at the wrong moment. You are in just as 

much danger, it’s just going to be a longer time 

before you get hurt.

The problem is that a bad movement performed 

for thousands of repetitions is slowly but certainly 

causing imbalances and damage that could later 

lead to injury.

In a standard kettlebell workout you may perform 

a few sets of 2-Hand Swings. Let’s say you are 

doing a set of 4 rounds of 2-Hand Swings for 30 

seconds a piece. That’s between 10-20 reps per 

round, 40-80 reps total. If you use this set 2 times 

a week, that’s 80-160 reps. If you continue using 

it for a year, that’s 4,160 to 8,320 reps! And as any 

kettlebell user will tell you, you will be doing way 

more Swings than that.

The point is that flaws in your form may not cause 

problems for you right now, but they eventually 

well.

Even if the problem isn’t an injury, it could pre-

sent itself in the form of a performance plateau. A 

performance plateau is when you become unable 

to enhance your weight /repetition in a certain ex-

ercise no matter how much time/effort you put 

into it. I see it most commonly with the Kettlebell 

Strict Press. When I first started, as many people 

will similarly experience, I pressed too much with 

my shoulder rather than engaging the much larger 

latissimus dorsi (lats) muscle to push the weight 

up. While I could increase the total weight I was 

pressing to a certain point, I eventually became 

frustrated with the lack of progression. Once I 

learned the flaw in my form, I was able to break 

the plateau and continue progressing.

While it is possible to learn a lot from books (like 

this one), online resources, and fitness DVDs, it 

is impossible for most people to properly critique 

themselves. If you have any question about your 

form, you owe it to your long term success to hire 

a professional, attend a seminar, or get a fitness 

certification to make sure you’re training prop-

erly.

Foundational Exercises
There are movements within each method that 

develop skills that are applicable to a number of 

other movements. Master these movements and 

you can more easily expand your arsonal of exer-

cises in the future. These exercises aren’t basic by 

any means, but they do require skills and abilities 

that translate well into other variations.

Variation Exercises
Skills leanred from Foundational Movements can 

easily translate into Movement Variations. Move-

ment Variations basically use the same cues, but 

have an alteration that makes them unique in some 

way. They usually allow the user to more specifi-
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cally develop a skill or increase or decrease the 

skill and practice necessary to perform them.

Start Inventing Exercises!
While there are hundreds of exercises that cur-

rently exist with each method, there are literaly 

tens of thousands of exercises that could exist 

simply by combining different variations of the 

different exercise variables. Each exercise com-

bines different elements of the following varia-

bles. Try mixing and matching some of them to 

see how unique and challenging your favorite ex-

cercises can become.

Exercise Grouping
The exercises are arranged in a way to exemplify 

my point about how changing variables of an ex-

ercise can change both its difficulty and which 

fitness ability and body section it develops.

EXERCISE TYPES
EXPLOSIVE - Explosive exercises involve a rapid, 

ballistic movement of either the body or the im-

plement (usually both).

STATIONARY - Stationary exercises are static 

holds in particular positions typically engaging 

the entire body at once.

DELIBERATE - Deliberate exercises are move-

ments meant to be performed slowly with an em-

phasis on proper technique.
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KETTLEBELL Exercise TUTORIALS

Kettlebells are an amazing versatile tool that are 

beginning to work their way into mainstream use. 

I believe that the reason they are getting more 

and more popular goes beyond the fact they pro-

vide a platform for functional fitness, that they 

can be used for ballastic drills unlike other imple-

ments can, or that they can be used alone to cre-

ate an entire strength and conditioning program. 

I believe they are getting more and more popular 

because they provide freedom.

The different attributes of the kettlebell allow it 

to be used in a million different ways. The size 

and shape of the implement have opened up en-

tirely new ways to think about exercise. Exercise 

no longer has to be about learning the rules and 

following them. Thanks to the kettlebell, it can be 

more about discovery and innovation, something 

that many trainers are taking advantage of.

The following is a mere spattering of the multi-

tude of kettlebell exercises that are available. Use 

them as a simple introduction to the methodolo-

gy, but never restrict yourself from trying different 

variations of the exercises or entirely new move-

ments. They should simply open your mind to the 

possibilities. What you do from here is up to you.
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CATEGORY: 2-Hand Grip IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell Common Exercises: Halo, 2-Hand Overhead Press, Lunge

2-Hand Grip: Ball Grip

DESCRIPTION: 
The Ball Grip involves holding the “ball” of the kettlebell instead of your 
palms, hooking the handles of the kettlebell in the crook of your thumbs and 
forefingers.

Basic Cues
 n Palm Grip  n Hook your 

thumbs

CATEGORY: 2-Hand Grip IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell Common Exercises: Goblet Squat, Lunge, S it Up

2-Hand Grip: Side Handle Grip

DESCRIPTION: 
This is the most common way to hold the kettlebell with two hands and will 
be used for the Goblet Squats, Lunges, and a variety of other exercises.

Basic Cues
 n Tight Grip
 n Close to Chest
 n Squeeze the 

Bell Between 
Your Arms

 n Keep the Bell 
Vertical
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CATEGORY: 2-Hand Grip IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell Common Exercises: F igure 8 to Hold, F igure 8 PRess/Squat/Curl

2-Hand Grip: High Ready

DESCRIPTION: 
The High Ready grip involves gripping the kettlebell handle tightly in one 
hand while supporting the “ball” of the kettlebell in the opposite palm. It is 
specifically used in Figure 8 exercise variations.

Basic Cues
 n Catching the 

kettlebell
 n Tight grip

CATEGORY: 2-Hand Grip IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell Common Exercises: Squat, Holds

2-Hand Grip: Crush Grip

DESCRIPTION: 
The Crush Grip involves forcefully pushing your palms together against the 
“ball” of the kettlebell. This requires that you use chest, shoulder, and fore-
arm strength to keep the weight from falling.

Basic Cues
 n Crush the bell  n Engage your 

chest
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CATEGORY: 1-Hand Grip IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell Common Exercises: Palm Clean, Palm Press, Palm Squat

1-Hand Grip: Palm Grip

DESCRIPTION: 
The Palm grip can be used for almost any 1-hand exercise that uses a single 
or double kettlebel. It requires additional balance to support the weight and 
should only be used on surfaces where the kettlebell can be safely dropped.

Basic Cues
 n Balance the bell

CATEGORY: 1-Hand Grip IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell Common Exercises: Strict Press, Front Squat, Clean

1-Hand Grip: Rack Position

DESCRIPTION: 
The Rack Position is the most typical grip for the kettlebell and involves 
holding the kettlebell against your body with the handle 45 degrees across 
the palm. It is a good, supportive position to handle the kettlebell for long 
durations.

Basic Cues
 n Elbow in
 n 45 degree 

across palm

 n Upper arm 
against chest
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CATEGORY: 2-Hand Grip IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell Common Exercises: Holds, Squat, Press

1-Hand Grip: Side Handle

DESCRIPTION: 
The Side Handle Grip is less versatile than the Pistol Grip or Palm Grip since 
it requires a great deal more grip and forearm strength to handle the weight in 
this position. It provides a true challenge for testing grip strength/endurance.

Basic Cues
 n Crush the 

handle

CATEGORY: 1-Hand Grip IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell Common Exercises: Strict Press, Front Squat, Clean, Snatch

1-Hand Grip: Pistol Grip/Bottoms-Up Grip

DESCRIPTION: 
Like the Palm grip, the Pistol Grip can be used with almost any single or dou-
ble kettlebell exercise that employs the Rack Position. It is commonly called 
the Bottoms-Up kettlebell position.

Basic Cues
 n Crush the 

handle
 n Balance the bell
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: LOWER/CORE

2-HAND SWING

DESCRIPTION: 
The 2-Hand Swing is an iconic kettlebell exercise that involves an explosive 
hip move to drive the kettlebell forward using your entire body.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Tight Core
 n Shoulders 

Tucked

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet a little more than shoulder-width apart with the 
kettlebell placed about a foot in front of you. Grab the kettlebell with both 
hands and tilt the handle towards you. As you’re bending over to grab the 
kettlebell, make sure to keep your shoulders back and resist rounding your 
lower back.

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, hike the kettlebell 
between your legs. Your knees should be bent slightly, although the majority 
of the bending action should occur at your hip joint. This is accomodated by 
pushing your hips behind your centerline. Keep your arms straight and make 
sure your wrists and elbows are in line with your shoulders (illustrated in pic-
ture 1). As the kettlebell reaches the apex of the swing behind you, prepare 
to swing it forward.

STEP 3: Pop your hips forward, forcefully bringing them to your centerline, 
driving the kettlebell forward. By the time the kettlebell is directly in front of 
you (an inch or more in front of your hips), your body should be in line (as 
seen in picture 2).

STEP 4: Allow the kettlebell to travel as high as the power you generated with 
your hips will allow. Do not attempt to raise the kettlebell higher with your 
shoulders/arms; your shoulders/arms should simply act as hinges. Use a hook 
grip with your hands to create a strong but loose hold of the kettlebell. Your 
arms should be relaxed at the top of the repetition, as shown in picture 3.

STEP 5: Allow the kettlebell fall from the apex of the swing. Do not bend with 
the kettlebell as it falls, rather, allow the kettlebell to pull you down through 
the arch of the swing. Maintain a proud chest with your shoulders back as this 
occurs. When you feel the pull of the kettlebell, hinge at the hips and press 
them behind you.

Tips & Safety: 
If the kettlebell is flying up higher than the 
height of your shoulders, either add weight 
or decrease the force of your hips. This will 
decrease the chances of “shrugging” with 
your shoulders at the top of the repetition.

If you do not feel a stretch in your ham-
string during the back swing, you are prob-
ably bending your knees or back too much. 
Keep your chest proud and make sure you 
bend at the hips rather than the knees.

If your forearms or shoulders are getting 
overly tired, you may be attempting to get 
the kettlebell to a higher point by using 
your upper body. Stop doing this and in-
stead concentrate on a more explosive hip 
movement. If you aren’t generating enough 
power to get the ketttlebell in line with 
your shoulders, lighten up the weight until 
you’re ready for more.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Alternating SWING (2-Hand Swing Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Alternating Swing variation involves switching from one hand to the other 
at the top of each repetition. This can be accomplished by rotating the handle 
(as seen in picture 2) or by simply keeping the kettlebell level in mid-air. This 
requires more hand-eye coordination than the 1-Hand Swing Variation.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Tight Core
 n Shoulders 

Tucked

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: LOWER/CORE

1-HAND SWING (2-Hand Swing Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The 1-Hand Swing variation requires additional core strength and stability to 
avoid rotating the core due to the offset weight. It also involves additional 
grip/forearm strength.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Tight Core
 n Shoulder 

Tucked

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: Full Body

2-Hand Swing Throw (2-Hand Swing Variation)

1 2 3

DESCRIPTION: 
The 2-Hand Swing Throw uses a more forceful, explosive motion than the 
2-Hand Swing in order to produce enough power to throw the kettlebell into 
the air. This variation has the added benefits of enhancing hand-eye coordi-
nation while also taxing the grip and forearms.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Explosive hips
 n Be prepared to 

drop the bell

 n Tight Core
 n Eyes open
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: LOWER/CORE

1-Hand Swing Flip (2-Hand Swing Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The 1-Hand Swing Flip requires even more grip and forearm strength and co-
ordination than the 2-Hand Swing Flip and adds in a core stability component 
to both catch and swing the weight.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Explosive hips
 n Be prepared to 

drop the bell

 n Tight Core
 n Eyes open

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: LOWER/CORE

2-Hand Swing Flip (2-Hand Swing Throw Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The 2-Hand Swing Flip involves pushing the kettlebell handle away from you 
as you swing the weight forward. As the weight spins, it will hit you in the 
hands allowing you to perform the next rep.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Explosive hips
 n Be prepared to 

drop the bell

 n Tight Core
 n Eyes open

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER

Goblet Squat

1 2 3

DESCRIPTION: 
The Goblet Squat is an iconic kettlebell exercise that combines the benefits 
of the squat movement with the unique dimensions and features of the ket-
tlebell. It allows you to build core strength and endurance while working on 
your lower body at the same time.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Proud chest
 n Shoulders back

 n Heels down
 n Feet angled 

slightly out
 n Maintain verti-

cal

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet a little more than shoulder-width apart with your 
feet flat and toes pointed slightly outwards from your body. Clean the kettle-
bell up with two hands into the Side Handle Grip Position. Holding the kettle-
bell withi an inch of your chest, stand with your shoulders back, chest proud, 
and engage your core by flexing your glutes, hamstrings, and abdominals. 

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, begin pushing your 
hips behind your centerline (imagine there is a wall 6 inches behind you that 
you are trying to touch with your butt). Once your hips are behind your cen-
terline, begin descending your hips directly towards the ground. Avoid knee 
misalignment issues (commonly called knee valgus or medial knee displace-
ment) by spreading your knees apart as you descend. During the same time, 
begin bringing your elbows slightly forward to ensure that the kettlebell and 
your forearms remain vertical to support the weight.

STEP 3: Once you your upper legs are parallel with the ground, you will 
most likely need to change your descension angle to descend further. At this 
point, imagine there is a string running from your tailbone to a point directly 
in between your heels. Push your hips forward while descending along the 
imaginary string. If at any point your lumbar/lower back begins to flex, stop.

STEP 4: Once you have reached the maximum depth that you can maintain 
with proper spinal alignment, begin pushing your body away from the ground 
into your heels. Follow the same path up that you descended with, always 
maintaining a proud chest with your shoulders tucked and back. Rise to a 
fully locked out position at the top of the rep, reset your alignment, and begin 
the next rep.

Tips & Safety: 
The reason that your forearms need to stay 
vertical during this exercise is to support 
more weight. Since this is a lower body ex-
ercise, you’ll need to make the weight more 
substantial to work on strength; your fore-
arm position will become increasing impor-
tant as you progress.

While reaching the bottom of the Squat is 
preferential, many people will have restric-
tions due to hip, back, and leg flexibility is-
sues. If this is the case, don’t attempt to get 
lower by rounding the back; instead, stop 
the movement at the depth at which you 
can maintain a neutral spine. Work on mo-
bility and flexibility to increase your range 
of motion.

If you are unable to tell whether you are 
keeping good form or not and do not have 
an outside party to observe you, try facing 
a wall with your toes against it and try per-
forming a Squat from that point. If you find 
that your forehead is touching the wall at 
any point, or if you can not maintain bal-
ance, you probably have an alignment or 
flexibility issue.
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Front Squat (Squat Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Front Squat is a more challenging version of the Goblet Squat. Keeping 
the weight on one side does more than simply tax a single arm (rather than 
two arms as in the Goblet Squat), it offsets the weight requiring additional 
core stability. It also allows for a second kettlebell to be added when you get 
more advanced.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Rack Position

 n Keep the weight 
supported

 n Push from the 
ground

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper

Strict Press

DESCRIPTION: 
The Strict Press is an essential drill for developing upper body pushing/press-
ing strength. If done properly, this exercise will develop your large latissimus 
dorsi (lats) muscles allowing you to rapidly increase your pressing maxes.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Knees locked
 n Press from the 

lats

 n Tight core
 n Shoulder tucked

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet shoulder width apart with the kettlebell directly 
in front of you. Clean the kettlebell into the Rack Position.

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud, shoulders back, and your abdominals 
and glutes flexed, load the kettlebell onto your lat “shelf” by bringing the 
kettlebell outside of your body (imagine spreading your wings). Once the 
ketltebell is outside of your shoulder, begin press off of your lats (rather than 
your shoulder/delts). This will require that you keep your shoulder tucked and 
back throughout the duration.

STEP 3: While maintaining good alignment through your back and keeping 
your shoulder stacked, lock the kettlebell out overhead. At this point your up-
per arm should be covering your ear. The shoulder should completely stacked 
at this point, lining up with your hip, knee, and ankle.

STEP 4: Reverse the motion by following the same path you raised the weight 
with. Seek to contract and engage the lat as much as possible during this 
process. Bring the kettlebell all the way back into the Rack Position before 
starting your next rep.

Tips & Safety: 
If you’ve been pressing incorrectly for a 
while, you will probably find that you can’t 
lif t as much weight using this pressing vari-
ation. That’s okay! Eventually you’ll be able 
to far surpass anything you’ve been able 
to press in the past. Building your lats will 
help you accomplish that.

The most common mistake in this exercise 
is extending the shoulders outside of the 
shoulder socket at the top of the rep. You 
may need to develop additional flexibility 
in order to avoid risking shoulder injury 
due to over extension. If you find yourself 
“reaching,” meaning that you are shrugging 
your shoulders to accommodate the move-
ment, you may need to work on flexibility 
and mobility in your upper body.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper

2-Hand Press (Press Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The 2-Hand Press uses a Ball Grip to make the exercise easier than the Strict 
Press by using two hands. While it is more of a front press rather than the lat-
heavy Strict Press, it is still useful for developing upper body strength.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Knees locked

 n Tight core
 n Shoulders 

tucked

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper/CORE

Rotational Press (Press Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Rotational Press has the same benefits as the Strict Press with the added 
component of a rotation. The rotation further engages the core and requires 
additional body coordination to be performed correctly. Your foot stance 
should be the same as the Windmill during this drill.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Pivot into posi-

tion
 n Press from the 

lat

 n Tight core
 n Shoulder 

stacked
 n Avoid lower 

back extension

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Full Body

Turkish Get Up (TGU)

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9
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DESCRIPTION: 
The Turkish Get Up is an iconic kettlebell movement that combines a variety 
of exercises into a single, flowing drill that requires full body strength and 
conditioning. If there is only one exercise you can do, do this one if you’re 
looking for maximum, functional benefits.

Basic Cues
 n Shoulder 

stacked
 n Find the ground
 n Keep your foot 

planted

 n Eyes on the ket-
tlebell

 n Get out of the 
way if it falls

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Lay down on the ground with the kettlebell near one shoulder, paral-
lel to your body. Roll towards the kettlebell, grab it with one hand and pull 
it close to your body into the Rack Position (as seen in picture 1), and roll 
back to your back. Whichever side the kettlebell is on, the same leg should 
be bent.

STEP 2: Once the kettlebell is in the Rack Position and your leg is bent, press 
the Kettlebell from the ground and lockout your arm (pictures 2 and 3).

STEP 3: Place your free arm out to your side at about 45 degrees. Sit up onto 
your elbow. From there, place your hand behind you and lockout your arm 
(pictures 4 and 5). During this time, you’ll also need to keep the arm support-
ing the kettlebell locked and the kettlebell balanced.

STEP 4: Extend your hips towards the ceiling/sky, keeping both feet in place. 
The foot of the leg on the same side of the kettlebell should be flat and firmly 
planted (picture 6).

STEP 5: Pull your leg (the one opposite to the foot that is flat on the ground) 
back and thread it through the space in between your body and the ground. 
Plant your knee on the ground directly below the shoulder of your free arm 
(picture 7).

STEP 6: Push off the ground with your free arm and get into a lunge position. 
At this point your wrist, elbow, shoulder, hip, and knee should form a vertical 
line (picture 8).

STEP 7: Stand up from the lunge position and place your foot next to the 
one that has been planted on the ground throughout the exercise. Seek good 
spinal alignment, then reverse the steps to get back to the ground (picture 9).

Tips & Safety: 
A major limiting factor for this exercise is 
shoulder mobility and flexibility. If your 
shoulders aren’t mobile enough, you will be 
unable to keep the kettlebell press. This is 
the perfect example of the need for shoul-
der stacking; if there is any extension from 
the shoulder socket, you’ll fatigue your arm 
much fast than the rest of your body and be 
unable to finish the drill.

If this variation is too difficult for you, there 
are several that will help you develop the 
strength you need to progress. If nothing 
else, you should be able to practice using 
the steps in pictures 1 through 6 until then 
(this is the Half TGU exercise).

When first attempting this drill, please do 
so in an area where you can drop the ket-
tlebell. Since it is such a complicated drill 
you may fail at unexpected times; be sure 
to keep your eye on the kettlebell and if 
you start to lose it, get out of the way and 
let it drop.
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Full Body

2-Hand Turkish Get Up (TGU Variation)

1 2 3

4 5 6

DESCRIPTION: 
The 2-Hand TGU is an easier variation of the TGU that allows you to use both 
hands to support the weight. The harder part of the exercise involves hip flex-
ibility to posture up onto your knees in order to get into the lunge position.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Keep the ket-

tlebell close

 n Sit up
 n Maintain align-

ment
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Full Body

Racked Turkish Get Up (TGU Variation)

1 2 3

4 5 6

DESCRIPTION: 
The Racked TGU requires much less shoulder strength and mobility, but still 
requires you to go through the entire motion to go from laying down to stand-
ing up. If your arms are too tired to perform the TGU, do this instead.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Kettlebell 

racked

 n Tight Core
 n Slow and steady
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper

Halo

DESCRIPTION: 
The Halo is an upper body drill that will allow you to flow through a series of 
movement to build arm and shoulder strength and mobility.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Can youshear 

me (kettlebell 
next to ear)

 n Tight core
 n Shoulders 

tucked

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet shoulder width apart. Clean the kettlebell up from 
the ground using two hands and get it into the 2-Hand Ball Grip. Keep your 
elbows in and align your core (as seen in picture 1).

STEP 2: Keeping your shoulders back and tucked, turn the kettlebell and lift it 
to one side of your head. Your goal is to keep the kettlebell as close to your 
head as possible without hitting it. At this point the kettlebell should be very 
close to one ear and your opposite arm should be very close to the other (as 
seen in picture 2).

STEP 3: Flow from this position to a point directly behind your head. If you 
were doing a tricep extension exercise, the kettlebell would end up here. 
Flow from this point to the opposite ear, again, keeping the kettlebell as close 
to your head as possible. Reset at the front before going back the same direc-
tion around your head or going the opposite way.

Tips & Safety: 
If you are hitting your head a lot, it might 
mean that your shoulders do not have the 
flexibility necessary for this exercise. If this 
is the case, work on your shoulder mobility 
prior to attempting the exercise.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: Upper/Core

Hip HAlo (Halo Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Hip Halo is another dynamic variation of the Halo that involves taking 
the kettlebell from one hip to across the body into the stanard Halo move-
ment. This requires additional core strength and coordination.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Can youshear 

me (kettlebell 
next to ear)

 n Tight core
 n Shoulders 

tucked

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper

Wide Halo (Halo Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Wide Halo increases the range of motion for the drill. Rather than start-
ing with the kettlebell at your sternum you’ll be starting with it at your belly 
button. This will make the exercise more taxing on your arms.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Can youshear 

me (kettlebell 
next to ear)

 n Tight core
 n Shoulders 

tucked

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Stationary SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Squat Hold (Squat Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Squat Hold exercise involves performing a Goblet Squat to a certain 
point, then simply holding the position for a period of time. It’s excellent for 
developing core stability, full body endurance, and torturing people.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Squeeze the 

bell

 n Tight core
 n Shoulders 

tucked

1

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Stationary SECTION: Upper/CORE

Overhead Hold (Press Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Overhead Hold is excellent for improving posture and increasing shoul-
der stability. It can be used by simply standing or can be made more difficult 
by walking or lunging forward.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Stacked shoul-

der

 n Tight core
 n Upper arm near 

ear

1
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CATEGORY: Foundational EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Stationary SECTION: LOWER/CORE

1-Hand Farmer Hold

DESCRIPTION: 
The Farmer Hold is an excellent drill for judging posture and increasing core 
strength. It can also increase grip strength and endurance used by itself or 
with walks.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip

 n Tight core
 n Proud chest

1

CATEGORY: Foundational EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Stationary SECTION: Upper/CORE

Rack Hold

DESCRIPTION: 
The Rack Position can be a challenging exercise by itself just by holding the 
position. This will help people you for other kettlebell exercises while also 
enhancing posture and core strength.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Knees locked

 n Arm tight to 
core

 n Handle at 45 
degrees

1
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Core

Windmill

DESCRIPTION: 
The Windmill is an excellent core exercise that requires full body flexibility. 
There are a variety of variations to make it easier or harder if necessary.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Feet 45 degrees 

away from bell

 n Tight core
 n Shoulders 

tucked

STEPS: 
This explanation will specifically follow the demonstration pictures.

STEP 1: Start with your feet a little more than shoulder-width apart with the 
kettlebell placed about a foot in front of you. Clean the kettlebell onto your 
right side and press it overhead. Turn your feet 45 degrees to the left (away 
from the kettlebell). Push your hip out to put it in line with the arm holding 
the kettlebell.

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, begin hinging at your 
hips bending towards your outside leg. Keep you eye on the kettlebell while 
you reach towards the ground.

STEP 3: Keep bending until you touch the ground (if touching the ground is 
possible without bending your back leg). Reverse the motion to get back up 
to the starting position.

Tips & Safety: 
If you are not ready for this exercise, simply 
place the kettlebell on the ground and lif t it 
with the outside hand rather than holding it 
overhead with the opposite one. The Wind-
mill from Ground exercise is still challeng-
ing and will prepare you for the next level.

The back leg (the side holding the kettle-
bell) should remain locked out and straight 
throughout the duration of the exercise. 
The front leg can bend slightly to accom-
modate the motion.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Low Rack Windmill (Windmill Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Low Rack Windmill works the upper body more than the typical Wind-
mill and will help prepare you for the challenging Anyhow Windmill exercise.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Feet 45 degrees 

away from bell

 n Tight core
 n Shoulders 

tucked

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: CORE

High Rack Windmill (Windmill Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The High Rack Windmill is an excellent preparation drill for the Bent Press 
exercise that also helps build core strength and provides some variation to 
the typical Windmill.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Feet 45 degrees 

away from bell

 n Tight core
 n Shoulders 

tucked

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: CORE

Figure 8

DESCRIPTION: 
The Figure 8 exercise is an explosive drill that uses some of the same compo-
nents of the Kettlebell Swing but is more beginner-friendly in most situations.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Always go front 
to back, not 
back to front 
when passing

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet a little more than shoulder-width apart with the 
kettlebell placed about a foot in front of you. Bend at the hips and grab the 
kettlebell with one hand. Hike the kettlebell behind you and simultaneously 
grab it with the opposite hand.

STEP 2: As you grab the kettlebell, swing it around to the front of you by 
forcefully pushing your hips forward (similar to the Kettlebell Swing). Stand 
up straight with a neurtal spine as the kettlebell swing around.

STEP 3: Guide the kettlebell back between your legs, hinge at the hips, and 
grab it with the opposite hand.

Tips & Safety: 
Always go from front to back when passing 
the kettlebell between your legs. The rea-
son is simple: if you drop it, it is much less 
likely to land on your foot! Never go from 
behind you to in front of you. Always be 
willing to drop the kettlebell and get out of 
the way if necessary.

In order to make the grab of the kettlebell 
between your legs easier, be sure that the 
handle is parallel with your feet. This will 
provide more area on the handle to grab 
the weight.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive/Deliberate SECTION: Upper/CORE

Figure 8 to Press (Figure 8 Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Figure 8 to Press exercise involves performing the Kettlebell Figure 8 to 
Hold exercise, then performing a 2-Hand Press prior to going into the next 
Figure 8 to Hold. 

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Always go front 
to back, not 
back to front 
when passing

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: explosive SECTION: Upper/CORE

Figure 8 to Hold (Figure 8 Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Figure 8 to Hold involves launching the kettlebell from the Figure 8 into 
the palm of your opposite hand, then repeating. This requires more grip and 
forearm strength than the standard exercise.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Always go front 
to back, not 
back to front 
when passing

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive/Deliberate SECTION: Upper/CORE

Figure 8 to Squat (Figure 8 Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Figure 8 to Squat exercise involves performing the Figure 8 to Hold, then 
going into a Squat while cradling the weight in two hands. 

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Always go front 
to back, not 
back to front 
when passing

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive/Deliberate SECTION: Upper/CORE

Figure 8 to Curl (Figure 8 Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Figure 8 to Curl involves performing the Figure 8 to Hold then performing 
a curl. This involves even more forearm strength than the standard exercise.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Always go front 
to back, not 
back to front 
when passing

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: Upper/CORE

High Pull

DESCRIPTION: 
The High Pull exercise is an excellent core and upper body strength and 
conditioning exercises that taxes the forearm and grip much more than the 
standard kettlebell swing.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Keep the ket-
tlebell along 
your centerline 
throughout drill

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet a little more than shoulder-width apart with the 
kettlebell placed about a foot in front of you. Grab the kettlebell with one 
hand and tilt the handle towards you. As you’re bending over to grab the ket-
tlebell, make sure to keep your shoulders back and squared; resist the tempta-
tion to round the lower back or twist your trunk.

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, hike the kettlebell 
between your legs. Try to keep your wrist straight as the kettlebell reaches 
the apex of the back swing. Push your hips behind you to accommodate the 
motion and bend your knees slightly (as seen in picture 1).

STEP 3: Forcefully push your hips forward, swinging the kettlebell from be-
tween your legs. As the kettlebell passes your legs, you’ll stop the explosive 
hip motion by flexing your glutes and core. At this point your body should 
be completely upright. As soon as your arm is in front of your body, begin 
pulling your elbow back, yanking as if you were trying to start a lawnmower. 
Keep a loose hook grip on the kettlebell and let it fly up in front of you (as 
seen in picture 2).

STEP 4: Pull your elbow back until it is in line with your shoulder; at this 
point your upper arm should be parallel with the ground. Keep the kettlebell 
along your centerline throughout the duration of the exercise. As soon as the 
kettlebell reaches the apex of the movement, push it back out until your arm 
locks, then swing it back to the starting position.

Tips & Safety: 
In order to avoid hitting your knees during 
the down swing, be sure that that you are 
keeping the kettlebell along the centerline 
of your body. Avoid bringing it outside of 
the front of your body at all costs. You can 
do this by concentrating on creating a trian-
gle at the top of each rep going from your 
shoulder to your elbow to your wrist, form-
ing 45 degrees at each angle.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Core

Sit Up

DESCRIPTION: 
The Kettlebell Sit Up is an excellent core strength drill that will prepare you 
for other exercises like the 2-Hand TGU.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Heels down
 n Kettlebell close 

to chest

 n Tight core
 n No anchors al-

lowed

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Sit down on the ground with the kettlebell in between your legs and 
your knees bent with your heels on the ground. Pick up the kettlebell and 
hold it with the 2-Hand Side Handle Grip. Lower yourself to the ground keep-
ing the kettlebell close to your chest. Do not anchor your feet.

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, begin to rise your 
body off the ground. Push your heels into the ground as you do so.

STEP 3: Sit up as straight as possible at the top of the rep before descend-
ing. As you descend, try to keep your spine as straight as possible with the 
kettlebell as close as possible. You should have at least a 3 count up and a 3 
count down.

Tips & Safety: 
At all costs, try to avoid the temptation to 
use some kind of anchor to make the exer-
cise easier. Using an anchor will allow you 
to engage your hip flexors rather than the 
abdominals that this exercise is seeking to 
develop.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: CORE

2-Hand Overhead Sit Up (Sit Up Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up involves additional upper body strength, en-
gagement, and flexibility to perform. Do not attempt with sweaty hands and 
be prepared to move out of the way if you drop the kettlebell.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Heels down
 n Kettlebell close 

to chest

 n Tight core
 n No anchors al-

lowed

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: Upper/CORE

Clean

DESCRIPTION: 
The Clean is a very functional exercise that involves an explosive core move-
ment to bring the kettlebell into the Rack Position.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Hook grip
 n Hip pop

 n Tight core
 n Elbows in

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet a little more than shoulder-width apart with the 
kettlebell placed about a foot in front of you. Grab the kettlebell with one 
hand and tilt the handle towards you. As you’re bending over to grab the ket-
tlebell, make sure to keep your shoulders back and squared; resist the tempta-
tion to round the lower back or twist your trunk.

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, hike the kettlebell 
between your legs. Try to keep your wrist straight as the kettlebell reaches 
the apex of the back swing. Push your hips behind you to accommodate the 
motion and bend your knees slightly (as seen in picture 1).

STEP 3: Forcefully push your hips forward, swinging the kettlebell from be-
tween your legs. As the kettlebell passes your legs, you’ll stop the explosive 
hip motion by flexing your glutes and core. At this point your body should 
be completely upright. As soon as your arm is in front of your body, begin 
pulling your elbow behind you, yanking as if you were trying to start a lawn-
mower. Keep a loose hook grip on the kettlebell and let it fly up in front of 
you (as seen in picture 2).

STEP 4: Pull the kettlebell into the Rack Position as it gets close to chest 
height. 

Tips & Safety: 
If the kettlebell is flopping into position, it 
means that you waited to long to pull it into 
the Rack Position. Next rep try to keep the 
kettlebell closer to your body, rather than 
letting it swing out.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Explosive/Deliberate SECTION: Full

Clean & Press

DESCRIPTION: 
The Clean & Press is a complex exercise that combines the Clean and Strict 
Press exercises. This is an excellent drill for hitting your entire body in a sin-
gle flowing movement.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Hook grip
 n Hip pop

 n Tight core
 n Shoulder tucked

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: BALLISTIC SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Deadlift

DESCRIPTION: 
The Deadlift is an essential drill for increasing full body strength and condi-
toning using a hinging movement and engaging the posterior chain.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Tight Core
 n Shoulders 

Tucked

STEPS: 
STEP 1: With your feet shoulder width or closer apart, place the kettlebell 
directly between your feet in line with your big toes. Bend at the hips keeping 
your shoulders back, chest proud, and spine neutral. Push your hips behind 
you by bending your knees slightly to maintain a neutral spine. Grab the ket-
tlebell with both hands. 

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud, shoulders back, and arms locked, grip the 
handle tightly and begin rising by pushing your hips forward. The kettlebell 
should be within a few inches of your legs.

STEP 3: At the top of the rep your entire body should be in alignment with 
your shoulders stacked over your hips which are in turn stacked over your 
knees and ankles. If you need to, pull your shoulders back and tuck them to 
ensure good posture.

STEP 4: Reverse the motion and maintain good alignment while you descend. 
Hinge at the hips and push them behind you to keep the kettlebell as close 
to your body as possible.

Tips & Safety: 
The most common error with this exercise 
is confusing it with the Squat. With the 
Squat you’ll be engaging your quads; with 
the Deadlift, you should be engaging your 
hamstrings. If you don’t feel a stretch in the 
back of your legs as you descend with each 
rep, chances are that you are bending your 
knees too much and using your quads rath-
er than your posterior chain. Remember, 
hinge at the hips, not the knees.

Unless you’re posing for a photo prior to 
lif ting the weight, there is no reason to look 
forward during the lif t. Seeing yourself in 
a mirror is not as important as maintaining 
good spinal alignment. Cocking your neck 
back can be avoided by using the cue, “tuck 
your chin.”

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: BALLISTIC SECTION: LOWER/CORE

1-Hand Suitcase Deadlift (Deadlift Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Alternating Swing variation involves switching from one hand to the other 
at the top of each repetition. This can be accomplished by rotating the handle 
(as seen in picture 2) or by simply keeping the kettlebell level in mid-air. This 
requires more hand-eye coordination than the 1-Hand Swing Variation.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Tight Core
 n Shoulders 

Tucked

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: BALLISTIC SECTION: LOWER/CORE

1-Hand Deadlift (Deadlift Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The 1-Hand Swing variation requires additional core strength and stability to 
avoid rotating the core due to the offset weight. It also involves additional 
grip/forearm strength.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Tight Core
 n Shoulder 

Tucked

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: KETTLEBELL  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper

1-hand Bent OVer Row

DESCRIPTION: 
The 1-Hand Bent Over Row exercise is a upper body pulling exercise that 
requires core strength to maintain form.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Crush grip

 n Tight core
 n Shoulders 

tucked

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet a little more than shoulder-width apart with the 
kettlebell placed in between your feet. Bend at the hips keeping your shoul-
ders back and chest proud. Grab the kettlebell and try to crush the handle in 
your hand.

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, raise the kettlebell off 
the ground by bring your elbow by your side. Your elbow should be scraping 
your side as your raise the weight.

STEP 3: Keeping raising the weight until your elbow is just past your back. 
The kettlebell should come to just above your knee at this point. Reverse the 
direction and lower it back down until your arm is locked out to start the next 
rep. Make sure that your trunk is not rotating as you raise or lower the weight.

Tips & Safety: 
If your core is twisting out of alignment in 
order to accomdate reaching the ground 
with the kettlebell, stop going to the 
ground. Simply lockout your arm at the end 
fo the rep before starting the next.

1 2 3
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Sandbag Exercise TUTORIALS

Unlike typical workout implements, the sandbag’s 

weight shifts and moves when you do, creating 

a much more dynamic and challenging workout. 

It requires you to utlize a varity of stabilization 

muscles that wouldn’t typically be used for basic 

lifts, especially for higher repetitions.

Unlike how other implements provide the ability 

for isolation movements, the majority of these ex-

ercises are called complex movements, meaning 

that each one uses several major muscle groups 

at once. Even the ones that seem to isolate still 

require additional engagement thanks to the shift-

ing sand within the sandbag.

You may find some of these movements uncom-

fortable, and that is totally normal. Even if you’ve 

trained with weights before, sandbags have a way 

of showing you exactly how “functionally fit” you 

really are. Think of picking up your kids, carrying 

groceries, or doing yard work; none of these ob-

jects like to stay where they are, and neither does 

the sandbag.
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CATEGORY: Sandbag Grip IMPLEMENT: sandbag Common Exercises: S ide Handle Press, Half Moon Snatch

2-Hand Grip: Side Handle/rolled grip

DESCRIPTION: 
The Side Handle/Rolled Grip involves gripping the ends of your sandbag us-
ing either the handles, or by rolling the ends of the back inwards to form a 
thick bunch of material to grip firmly. This variation will help develop crush 
grip strength and endurance.

Basic Cues
 n Crush grip
 n Roll the mate-

rial inwards

 n Used if handles 
are not built-in

CATEGORY: Sandbag Grip IMPLEMENT: sandbag Common Exercises: Zercher Clean, Front Press, Deadlift

2-Hand Grip: Neutral Grip

DESCRIPTION: 
The Neutral Grip is the most common sandbag grip variation and involves 
simply grabbing the sandbag by the handles. If your sandbag doesn’t have 
handles, the most common grip will be the Side Rolled Grip.

Basic Cues
 n Crush grip  n Palms face 

eachother
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CATEGORY: Sandbag Grip IMPLEMENT: sandbag Common Exercises: Shouldering, Shoulder-to-Shoulder Press

2-Hand Grip: Neutral Crush Grip

DESCRIPTION: 
The Neutral Crush Grip involves facing your palms towards each other while 
crushing the sandbag in between. This grip is very common for both Deliber-
ate movements as well as explosive exercises like the 2-Hand Swing.

Basic Cues
 n Crush grip
 n Neutral grip

 n Grab the bag

CATEGORY: Sandbag Grip IMPLEMENT: sandbag Common Exercises: Front Raise, Overhead Press, Deadlift

2-Hand Grip: Pinch Grip

DESCRIPTION: 
The Pinch Grip requires a different type of grip strength than you’re used to. 
Rather than the more secure Crush Grip, the Pinch Grip forces you to pinch 
the sandbag in between your fingers and thumbs. You won’t be able to use 
as much weight with this variation, useful if adding weight is not an option.

Basic Cues
 n Pinch the mate-

rial between 
you thumbs & 
fingers

 n Develop ad-
ditional finger 
strength
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWEr

Deadlift

DESCRIPTION: 
Next to the Squat, the Deadlift is one of the most essential exercises for full 
body strength and conditioning. The Sandbag Deadlift has the added benefit 
of a shifting weight to increase core activation and engagement. Additionally, 
since the weight is soft, you can keep it as close to your body as you like, 
further encouraging good form.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Proud chest
 n Tuck your chin

 n Tight Core
 n Shoulders back
 n Scrape your 

shins

STEPS: 
STEP 1: With your feet shoulder width or closer apart, place the sandbag di-
rectly in front of you either on your feet or directly in front of your toes. Bend 
at the hips keeping your shoulders back, chest proud, and spine neutral. Push 
your hips behind you by bending your knees slightly to maintain a neutral 
spine. Grab the handles with a neutral grip (palms facing each other). 

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud, shoulders back, and arms locked, grip the 
handles tightly and begin rising by pushing your hips forward. The sandbag 
should be scraping against your shins during the motion (as seen in picture 2).

STEP 3: At the top of the rep your entire body should be in alignment with 
your shoulders stacked over your hips which are in turn stacked over your 
knees and ankles. If you need to, pull your shoulders back and tuck them to 
ensure good posture.

STEP 4: Reverse the motion and maintain good alignment while you descend. 
Hinge at the hips and push them behind you to keep the sandbag as close to 
your body as possible.

Tips & Safety: 
The most common error with this exercise 
is confusing it with the Squat. With the 
Squat you’ll be engaging your quads; with 
the Deadlift, you should be engaging your 
hamstrings. If you don’t feel a stretch in the 
back of your legs as you descend with each 
rep, chances are that you are bending your 
knees too much and using your quads rath-
er than your posterior chain. Remember, 
hinge at the hips, not the knees.

Unless you’re posing for a photo prior to 
lif ting the weight, there is no reason to look 
forward during the lif t. Seeing yourself in 
a mirror is not as important as maintaining 
good spinal alignment. Cocking your neck 
back can be avoided by using the cue, “tuck 
your chin.”

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER

Sumo Deadlift (Deadlift Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Sumo Deadlift is commonly used by powerlifters for max weight, but 
in terms of sandbags, it is used to help further develop the posterior chain 
through further hip engagement.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet pointed out
 n Proud chest

 n Tight core

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Side-to-Side Deadlift (Deadlift Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Side-to-Side Deadlift has the added benefit of a rotational element that 
further engages and taxes the core. It is a very functional movement that 
simulates the daily activity of picking up something from one place and put-
ting it in another.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Neutral grip

 n Slow and steady

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER

Staggered Stance Deadlift (Deadlift Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Staggered Stance Deadlift is a good way to isolate each side of the poste-
rior chain without performing the more difficult 1-Leg Deadlift. Simply place 
the ball of one foot near the heel of the opposite foot then keep your heel 
lifted throughout the movement.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Staggered 

stance

 n Proud chest
 n Knees in line

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: Upper/CORE

Shouldering

DESCRIPTION: 
The Sandbag Shouldering exercise is an explosive drill that involves a full 
body movement to pull the sandbag from the ground onto your shoulder in 
one motion. This exercise provides a quick and efficient way to shoulder the 
sandbag using both core and upper body strength.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral crush 

grip
 n Bend at the hips

 n Force the hips 
forward

 n Avoid sandbag 
flopping

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet a little more than shoulder-width apart with the 
sandbag placed in between your legs, parallel to your feet. Bend at the hips 
keeping your shoulders back and chest proud to grab the sandbag with both 
hands.

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, forcefully push your 
hips toward your centerline. Keep your arms locked out until the sandbag 
explodes up to just above your knees; at this point pull your elbows behind 
your body, scraping your sides as you do so (as seen in picture 2).

STEP 3: Keeping a firm grip on the sandbag, pull it directly onto one shoulder. 
This will require some careful timing to avoid the sandbag flopping onto your 
back. At this point your body should be in full alignment.

STEP 4: Cast the sandbag down from your shoulder (do not throw it forward). 
Allow the sandbag to fall until your arms lock out in front of you. At this 
point, bend at the hips and follow the sandbag to the ground.

Tips & Safety: 
The most common issue with this exercise 
is having the sandbag forcefully flop onto 
your back or shoulder causing discomfort. 
Avoid this issue by making a line straigth 
from the ground to your shoulder, rather 
than over and beyond your shoulder. You 
are not throwing something behind you. 
Aim directly for the shoulder and the weight 
can be placed on it.

Another issue is the rounding of the back as 
the sandbag descends towards the ground. 
Avoid this issue by allowing the sandbag to 
pull you down rather than starting to bend 
your back just as the weight comes off your 
shoulder. Until you have the timing down, 
it’s alright to have your arms lockout with 
the weight in front of you prior to bending 
at the hips to set it on the ground.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: LOWER/CORE

2-Hand Swing

DESCRIPTION: 
The Sandbag Swing is an explosive movement that provides the same ben-
efits as the 2-Hand Kettlebell Swing but requires additional grip and forearm 
strength to perform. In addition, due to the shifting nature of the sandbag the 
exercise will also require slightly more stabilization.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Crush grip

 n Bend at the hips
 n Arms stay 

locked on down 
swing

STEPS: 
STEP 1:  Start with your feet a little more than shoulder-width apart with the 
sandbag placed in between your legs, parallel to your feet. Bend at the hips 
keeping your shoulders back and chest proud to grab the sandbag with both 
hands. Hike the sandbag behind you keeping your arms locked out during the 
process. Bend your knees slightly to accommodate getting your hips further 
behind you.

STEP 2: Forcefully push your hips forward to the centerline, swinging the 
sandbag forward in the process. Keep your core and glutes tight to accomdate 
the motion and allow the sandbag to travel through the upward arch, keeping 
a tight grip during the process.

STEP 3: Allow the sandbag to reach the height that the power from your hips 
will allow it to. Avoid the temptation to use your arm strength to bring the 
sandbag up higher. Maintain good posture and alignment until the sandbag 
begins to fall.

STEP 4: As the sandbag falls, do not begin bending until the sandbag pulls 
your body down through the arch. At that point (which is usually when your 
arms are approximately 45 degrees out from your centerline), hinge at the 
hips, push your hips behind you using a slight bend in the knees, and reset 
for the next rep.

Tips & Safety: 
If the sandbag is flopping around at the top 
of the rep, you may need to adjust the ex-
plosiveness of your hips to ensure that it 
only gets to the height of your shoulders. 
Either add weight or decrease the force of 
your hips. This will decrease the chances of 
“shrugging” with your shoulders at the top 
of the repetition.

If you do not feel a stretch in your ham-
string during the back swing, you are prob-
ably bending your knees or back too much. 
Keep your chest proud and make sure you 
bend at the hips rather than the knees.

If your forearms or shoulders are getting 
overly tired, you may be attempting to 
get the sandbag to a higher point by using 
your upper body. Stop doing this and in-
stead concentrate on a more explosive hip 
movement. If you aren’t generating enough 
power to get the sandbag in line with your 
shoulders, lighten up the weight until you’re 
ready for more.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Rotational Swing (Swing Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Rotational Swing has the same benefits of the 2-Hand Swing with the 
addition of a rotational element. Good spinal alignment is important here to 
protect the back. Make sure you push your hips behind you to accommodate 
the back swing with each rep.

Basic Cues
 n Arms locked
 n Feet Rooted
 n Knees slightly 

bent at back of 
rep

 n Tight core dur-
ing mid-rep

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper

Front Press

DESCRIPTION: 
The Sandbag Front Press is an excellent upper body exercise that uses the 
advantage of the sandbag to encourage good spinal alignment and posture.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Knees locked
 n Cover your ears

 n Tight core
 n Ribs tucked
 n Shoulders 

stacked

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet shoulder width apart. Grab the handles of the 
sandbag and Clean it up into the zercher hold position (as seen in picture 1). 
Get into neutral spinal alignment by flexing your glutes and abdominals, tuck-
ing your shoulders down and back, and locking your knees.

STEP 2: Keeping your shoulders tucked, begin raising the sandbag directly 
overhead. Since the weight is loaded in front of you, the lift will require both 
deltoid/shoulder strength as well as lat engagement. Try to keep your elbows 
in throughout the motion.

STEP 3: Keeping your ribs tucked to avoid lower back extension, press the 
weight until your upper arms cover your ears. Lockout your arms overhead 
while still tucking your shoulders back and down.

STEP 4: Lower the sandbag by reversing the motion. The only part of your 
body that should be moving throughout the process is your shoudlers and 
arms. 

Tips & Safety: 
The most common mistake in this exercise 
is extending the shoulders outside of the 
shoulder socket at the top of the rep. You 
may need to develop additional flexibility 
in order to avoid risking shoulder injury 
due to over extension. If you find yourself 
“reaching,” meaning that you are shrugging 
your shoulders to accommodate the move-
ment, you may need to work on flexibility 
and mobility in your upper body.

The sandbag will essentially show you 
where proper alignment is because it is 
resting on the back of your arms. This posi-
tion will automatically pull your arms back 
directly above your head. A typical mistake 
with other implements is the tendency to 
have the weight end up in front of your 
shoulder rather than directly over it. This 
doesn’t typically happen with the sandbag.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper

SHOULDER TO SHOULDER Press (Press Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Shoulder to Shoulder Press adds another dynamic motion to the press, 
requiring you to transfer the weight from one shoulder to the other pressing 
the weight overhead each time. You’ll be using the crush grip for this one 
adding forearm development into the mix.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Knees locked
 n Cover your ears
 n Crush grip

 n Tight Core
 n Shoulders 

stacked
 n Ribs tucked

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper

Fist Grip Press (Press Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Fist Grip Press uses the same process as the Front Press, but adds the 
additonal difficulty of balancing the weight on top of your fists. This is ideal 
for people who may have wrist issues as it allows you to keep your wrists, 
elbows, and shoulders in alignment.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Knees locked
 n Cover your ears

 n Tight Core
 n Shoulders 

stacked
 n Ribs tucked

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper/CORE

Sots Press (Press variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Sandbag Sots Press is an extremely challenging press variation that req-
uiers ample amoutn of both lower body, core, and upper body flexibility. 
Both the Squat and Front Press must be mastered before attempting this vari-
ation.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Shoulders 

tucked

 n Elbows in
 n Cover your ears

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: Full Body

Snatch

DESCRIPTION: 
The Sandbag Snatch is a full body explosive movement that requires a coor-
dinated movement to blast the sandbag from the ground to a position directly 
over your head.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Forceful hips

 n Tight Core
 n Shoulders 

Tucked

STEPS: 
STEP 1: With your feet shoulder width or closer apart, place the sandbag di-
rectly in front of you either on your feet or directly in front of your toes. Bend 
at the hips keeping your shoulders back, chest proud, and spine neutral. Push 
your hips behind you by bending your knees slightly to maintain a neutral 
spine. Grab the handles with a neutral grip (palms facing each other). 

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, forcefully push your 
hips toward your centerline. Keep your arms locked out until the sandbag 
explodes up to just above your knees; at this point pull your elbows behind 
your body, scraping your sides as you do so (as seen in picture 2).

STEP 3: As the weight reaches your chest, scoop your arms up underneith it 
and follow it up until the weight is directly overhead. At the top of the rep 
your entire body should be in alignment with your shoulders stacked over 
your hips which are in turn stacked over your knees and ankles. If you need 
to, pull your shoulders back and tuck them to ensure good posture.

STEP 4: To reverse the motion, bring the sandbag to a position slightly in front 
of your head and allow it to fall. Reverse the scooping motion with your arms 
and “catch” the weight as it falls past your hips by extending your arms into 
a locked out position. Time it properly so the lowering of the weight and the 
hinging of your hips happens at the same time.

Tips & Safety: 
If you are uncomfortable with dropping the 
sandbag from the top position, you can per-
form a Half Snatch by lowering the sandbag 
to your chest prior to dropping it forward 
to the ground. 

I do not recommend dropping the sand-
bag to the ground if possible. While some 
companies say that their products are inde-
structable, forcefully dropping any product 
enough times will break it.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Zercher Squat

DESCRIPTION: 
The Zercher Squat involves holding the sandbag on the back of your arms and 
descending into a Squat. The load requires additional core strength as the 
weight pulls you forward, enhcing the benefits of the exercise.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Keep the sand-

bag close

 n Tight Core
 n Try to pull the 

sandbag apart

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet a little more than shoulder-width apart with your 
feet flat and toes pointed slightly outwards from your body. Stand with your 
shoulders back, chets proud, and engage your core by flexing your glutes, 
hamstrings, and abdominals. Perform at Clean to get the sandbag into the 
Zercher hold position. Try to keep your forearms vertical as you flex your 
back and pull the sandbag apart, seeking to wrap it around your body (this 
will ensure that your back stays in a more solid position during the move-
ment).

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, begin pushing your 
hips behind your centerline (imagine there is a wall 6 inches behind you that 
you are trying to touch with your butt). Once your hips are behind your cen-
terline, begin descending your hips directly towards the ground. Avoid knee 
misalignment issues (commonly called knee valgus or medial knee displace-
ment) by spreading your knees apart as you descend. During this process, 
you’ll need to push your elbows forward to support the weight.

STEP 3: Once you your upper legs are parallel with the ground, you will 
most likely need to change your descension angle to descend further. At this 
point, imagine there is a string running from your tailbone to a point directly 
in between your heels. Push your hips forward while descending along the 
imaginary string. If at any point your lumbar/lower back begins to flex, stop.

STEP 4: Once you have reached the maximum depth that you can maintain 
with proper spinal alignment, begin pushing your body away from the ground 
into your heels. Follow the same path up that you descended with, always 
maintaining a proud chest with your shoulders tucked and back. Rise to a 
fully locked out position at the top of the rep, at which point the sandbag 
should be completely against your body again.

Tips & Safety: 
Holding the sandbag in front of your will 
tempt you to fall forward. Seeking to wrap 
the sandbag around yourself by pulling it 
apart should help avoid the temptation.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Shoulder Squat (Squat Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Shoulder Squat requires additional core stability because the weight is 
offset on one side. This is another very functional variation as it frees your 
opposite hand to handle reaching for something on the ground while carrying 
a load.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Proud chest

 n Tight core
 n Crush grip

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER

Back Squat (Squat Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Back Squat is an easier variation than the Zercher Squat since the weight 
will be lined up with your heels. This should encourage better form without 
the challenge of keeping your body vertical while the sandbag pulls your for-
ward as it does in the Zercher Squat.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Proud chest

 n Tight Core

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Full Body

Overhead Squat (Squat variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Overhead Squat is a challenging exercise that requires much more shoul-
der flexibility and balance than the typical sandbag Squat variations. Simply 
holding a load overhead for a time can be tough; performing a proper squat 
at the same time is tougher.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Fee rooted
 n Cover your ears

 n Maintain bal-
ance

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: Upper/CORE

Zercher Clean

DESCRIPTION: 
The Zercher Clean is extremely useful for both developing upper body and 
core strength and power, as well as getting the sandbag into position for a 
multitude of other sandbag drills.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Elbows in
 n Scoop the bag

 n Tight Core
 n Avoid sandbag 

flop

STEPS: 
STEP 1: With your feet shoulder width or closer apart, place the sandbag di-
rectly in front of you either on your feet or directly in front of your toes. Bend 
at the hips keeping your shoulders back, chest proud, and spine neutral. Push 
your hips behind you by bending your knees slightly to maintain a neutral 
spine. Grab the handles with a neutral grip (palms facing each other). 

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, forcefully push your 
hips toward your centerline. Keep your arms locked out until the sandbag 
explodes up to just above your knees; at this point pull your elbows behind 
your body, scraping your sides as you do so (as seen in picture 2).

STEP 3: Scoop the sandbag up into your arms by performing an uppercut-like 
motion with both arms at the same time. The sandbag should be placed firmly 
in your arms without any kind of flopping motion.

STEP 4: Reverse the motion by casting the sandbag towards the ground. Ex-
tend your arms towards the ground directly in front of your toes. As the 
sandbag falls and your arms lockout, bend at the hips to follow it down to 
the ground.

Tips & Safety: 
If the sandbag is flopping over your arms 
rather than softly landing in them, it means 
that you are bringing the sandbag too far 
away from your body during the Clean. 
Remember that your arms are not coming 
forward until the sandbag is already above 
your hips. Keep your elbows in until this 
point to avoid the flop.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG  Move TYPE: deliberate SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Half Get Up

DESCRIPTION: 
The Half Get Up exercise is a complex movement that involves both a sit up 
and extended hip extension. This is excellent for developing core strength, 
shoulder stability, and full body coordination. It is the precursor to the full 
Sandbag Get Up.

Basic Cues
 n Keep your 

heels in place 
throughout

 n Use your free 
arm to help you 
up

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Lay down on the ground with the sandbag near one shoulder, parallel 
to your body. Roll towards the sandbag, scoop it up with your arm, and roll 
back to your back. The sandbag should be resting on your shoulder with 60% 
of the weight slightly forward on your chest. Whichever side the sandbag is 
on, the knee needs to be bent with your foot flat on the ground. The opposite 
leg should be extended.

STEP 2: With your free arm, reach out at approximately 45 degrees. Roll your 
body towards your free arm and get onto your elbow. From this position, push 
against the ground and place your free hand on the ground behind you (as 
seen in picture 2). 

STEP 3: Extend your hips towards the ceiling/sky, keeping your arm and leg 
locked. Make sure to keep both heels on the ground exactly where they 
started. Attempt to get your knee, hip, and shoulder in line on the side that 
is holding the sandbag.

STEP 4: Slowly lower your hips back to the ground, sit back directly towards 
the ground, or reverse the movement in step 2 (use whichever method allows 
you to get back to the starting position without flopping onto your back).

Tips & Safety: 
A common mistake is placing the free arm 
too close to the body during the sit up. Un-
less you have a lot of core strength, sitting 
up from this position will be extemely diffi-
cult. Make sure you use your opposite arm, 
placed 45 degrees away from your body, to 
help you sit up.

If the weight is light and you still can’t sit 
up, make sure you have it placed correctly 
on your shoulder. As the pictures demon-
strate, the weight is not exactly 50/50 bal-
anced from front to back. The more weight 
you have in front of you, the easier it will 
be to control. However, if it is too far in 
front, the weight will flop forward, prevent-
ing you from doing the exercise as well.

If you still can’t lif t the weight, this exercise 
is still an excellent drill done with body-
weight alone. Drop the weight and practice 
with bodyweight only until you’re strong 
enough for the load.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Stationary SECTION: Upper

Overhead Hold (Press Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Overhead Hold exercise is an excellent alignment and assessment tool 
that encourages the proper stacking of the shoulder and ideal posture and 
spinal alignment. It also will tax your strength and endurance, especially 
when performed before or after pressing exercises.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Knees locked
 n Arms locked
 n Crush grip

 n Belly button 
sucked in

 n Shoulders 
stacked

1

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: Sandbag  Move TYPE: Stationary SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Shoulder Squat hold (squat Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Squat Hold exercise is an extremely taxing conditioning drill that re-
quires you to stabilize your core against an offset, shifting weight. Loading 
and balancing the sandbag on one shoulder requires additional upper body 
strength that will further challenge you during the drill.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Crush grip

 n Tight core
 n Proud chest
 n Upper legs par-

allel to ground

1
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Bodyweight training, also known as Calisthen-

ics, has been used for thousands of years to build 

strength and conditioning without implements. 

Better yet, bodyweight training has the added 

benefit of helping you control your body with 

more confidence and fluidity.

Functional training means conditioning your body 

to work effeciently with each movement you 

make. Bodyweight training allows you to thought-

fully practice this concept through a variety of 

low risk exercises. Unlike loaded exercises, like 

those using kettlebells or sandbags, manipulating 

your bodyweight doesn’t require outside stimu-

lous; your bodyweight is the implement.

The bodyweight exercises in this book can be 

considered a grain of sand on a beach; there are 

literally thousands of exercises available. I’ve sim-

ply chosen the ones that fit well with this pro-

gram, can be learned safely with simply instruc-

tion, and have a variety of attributes that will 

develop fitness attributes that can be utilized for 

a more expansive list of drills.

Bodyweight Exercise TUTORIALS
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER/CORE

Squat

DESCRIPTION: 
The Squat is possibly the most functional and efficient exercises that exists. It 
is functional in the fact that every human is born with an innate capacity for 
squatting (just watch a 2-year-old for a couple minutes) and used throughout 
daily life. Efficient in the sense that no other exercise can engage both the 
musculature of the body and different fitness abilities quite like the Squat. It’s 
also versatile throughout each methodology and there are endless variations.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Proud chest
 n Shoulders back

 n Heels down
 n Feet angled 

slightly out
 n Maintain verti-

cal

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet a little more than shoulder-width apart with your 
feet flat and toes pointed slightly outwards from your body. Stand with your 
shoulders back, chets proud, and engage your core by flexing your glutes, 
hamstrings, and abdominals. 

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, begin pushing your 
hips behind your centerline (imagine there is a wall 6 inches behind you that 
you are trying to touch with your butt). Once your hips are behind your cen-
terline, begin descending your hips directly towards the ground. Avoid knee 
misalignment issues (commonly called knee valgus or medial knee displace-
ment) by spreading your knees apart as you descend.

STEP 3: Once you your upper legs are parallel with the ground, you will 
most likely need to change your descension angle to descend further. At this 
point, imagine there is a string running from your tailbone to a point directly 
in between your heels. Push your hips forward while descending along the 
imaginary string. If at any point your lumbar/lower back begins to flex, stop.

STEP 4: Once you have reached the maximum depth that you can maintain 
with proper spinal alignment, begin pushing your body away from the ground 
into your heels. Follow the same path up that you descended with, always 
maintaining a proud chest with your shoulders tucked and back. Rise to a 
fully locked out position at the top of the rep, reset your alignment, and begin 
the next rep.

Tips & Safety: 
There are a variety of ways to Squat, but 
I have found that this method (essentially 
keeping the spine vertical and allowing the 
knees to come forward in front of the body) 
to be the most efficient and functional for 
the purposes of this program.

While reaching the bottom of the Squat is 
preferential, many people will have restric-
tions due to hip, back, and leg flexibility is-
sues. If this is the case, don’t attempt to get 
lower by rounding the back; instead, stop 
the movement at the depth at which you 
can maintain a neutral spine. Work on mo-
bility and flexibility to increase your range 
of motion.

If you are unable to tell whether you are 
keeping good form or not and do not have 
an outside party to observe you, try facing 
a wall with your toes against it and try per-
forming a Squat from that point. If you find 
that your forehead is touching the wall at 
any point, or if you can not maintain bal-
ance, you probably have an alignment or 
flexibility issue.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: LOWER

Split Squat Jump (Squat Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Split Squat Jump is an explosive Squat variation that involves a quick 
transfer from one side to the other. This requires balance and agility to both 
launch and land in the proper position and will quickly tax your endurance.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Quick, explo-

sive launch

 n Always land 
softly into each 
rep, flowing 
from one to the 
next

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER

Split Squat (Squat Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Split Squat is an excellent variation that will help to improve the Squat by 
taxing one side greater than the other. By maintaining the same stance (versus 
the Lunge) you will be able to focus more on alignment while maintaining 
core and lower body engagement throughout the drill.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Lock front knee 

at top of rep
 n Drop back 

knee directly 
torwards ground

 n Avoid stepping 
too far forward 
when getting 
into position.

 n Align knee, hip, 
and shoulder at 
bottom of reps

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: LOWER

Squat Jump (Squat Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Squat Jump is an extremely taxing, explosive variation of the Squat that 
involves using your arms and a forceful leg motion to launch your body off 
the ground. Be sure to land softly into each rep to load your body for the 
next.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Soft landings
 n Land on balls 

of feet

 n Use arms to 
enhance jump

 n Maintain Squat 
form on landing

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER

Lunge (Squat Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Lunge is technically a variation of the Split Squat; you’re simply adding 
a stance change to the movement. The benefit is that the movement requires 
you to shift and restabilize your lower body and core with each repetition. 
This requires additional strength and endurance to perform.

Basic Cues
 n Don’t step too 

far
 n Keep hands up 

to prepare for 
loaded exercise

 n Try to get knee, 
hip, & shoulder 
aligned at bot-
tom of rep

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Stationary SECTION: LOWER

Split Squat Hold (Squat Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Split Squat Hold has the same benefits of the Squat Hold, but simply tax-
es one leg more than the other during the drill. This is an excellent exercise 
for identifying weaknesses on each side; during a workout, try to determine 
which leg and parts of the leg are weaker.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Align knee to 

hip to shoulder

 n Try to make a 
square between 
heel to hip to 
knee to ankle in 
front

1

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Stationary SECTION: LOWER

Squat Hold (Squat Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Squat Hold is the Wall Squat’s evil cousin. Take away the wall and try 
to maintain a Squat with your upper legs parallel to the ground. This simple 
lower body drill reinforces good form and taxes muscular endurance.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet rooted
 n Upper legs par-

allel to ground

 n Tight core
 n Proud chest

1
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper/CORE

Push Up

DESCRIPTION: 
The Push Up is one of the most common exercises on the planet. This sim-
ple-seeming drill is extremely functional for building upper body and core 
strength while also reinforcing spinal alignment and good posture.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Shoulders 

tucked
 n Avoid shoulder 

shrugging

 n Upper arms at 
45 degrees from 
body

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Get on all fours on the ground. While still on your knees, place both 
hands in front of you, shoulder width apart. Your palms should be flat with 
your middle fingers pointing directly in front of you. Try to line up the joints 
of your arms; your shoulders should be stacked over your elbows and your 
elbows over your wrists.

STEP 2: Step back into the Plank position. Your feet should be closer than 
shoulder-width apart. Your goal is to create a perfect triangle from your 
shoulder to your heels to your wrists. 

STEP 3: Maintaining the same body position, begin dropping your sternum 
towards the ground by bending your elbows. Your upper arms should be out 
45 degrees from your body (if someone was looking at you from overhead, 
your  body should look like an arrow) as you descend.

STEP 4: Once you get within 3 to 4 inches of the ground, stop (this is approxi-
mately the height of a closed fist). Push away from the ground, keeping your 
elbows from getting too far from your body. Once your arms are completely 
locked out, stop and begin descending again.

Tips & Safety: 
When starting this exercise, especially if 
you are new to fitness, the most common 
error is cocking your elbows out to far. If 
you find that your elbows are in line with 
your shoulders at the bottom of the rep, you 
need to bring them closer to your sides. You 
are shrugging your shoulders and putting 
your shoulder joint at risk.

Another common mistake in this exercise 
is the extending/arching of the lower back. 
This effectively disengages the abdominals 
and puts additional pressure on your back. 
Basically, if you don’t feel your abdominals 
working, you are probably arching your 
lower back. In order to counter this, try 
to suck in your belly button towards your 
spine and tuck your pelvis under your body.

If you have wrist mobility issues or injuries, 
you can either rotate your hands in slightly 
creating an imaginary triangle with your 
thumbs and forefingers. You can also drop 
onto your elbows if necessary, but try to 
avoid this position if possible; the benefits 
gained are not as transferrable to other ex-
ercises as the variation proposed here.

Another common mistake is the dropping 
of the chin towards the ground. This brings 
the spine out of alignment and could lead 
to discomfort. Remember to keep your chin 
tucked to avoid this, especially during long 
durations.

An easy way to make this exercise easier 
is by spreading the feet apart. The wider 
the feet are apart, the more stability will be 
generated. Conversely, to make it more dif-
ficult keep your feet together or try it on a 
single foot to further degrade stability.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: Upper/CORE

Clap Push Up (Push Up Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Clap Push Up is a challenging variation of the Push Up, involving an 
explosive push off of the ground to get high enough to clap your hands. A 
slighly regressed (and safer) version of this exercise would be simply lifting 
your hands off the ground at the top of each Push Up rep.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Start the explo-

sive movement 
at the bottom of 
the rep

 n Use a soft mat if  
first time

 n Avoid if you 
have wrist is-
sues

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Upper/CORE

Hindu Push Up (Push Up Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Hindu Push Up is a dynamic variation of the Push Up that combines a 
Push Up with two exercises commonly seen in yoga: the Downward Facing 
Dog and the Upward Dog. Attempt to flow between each step.

Basic Cues
 n Dive through 

your arms
 n Proud chest

 n Avoid shrugging 
shoulders at top 
of rep

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Stationary SECTION: CORE

Plank

DESCRIPTION: 
The Plank, also referred to as the Push Up Position, is an extremely popu-
lar core exercise that effectively engages the anterior chain, including the 
abdominals, quadriceps, and chest. It also teaches good spinal alignment if 
done correctly.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Avoid dropping 

the hips below 
centerline

 n Tight core
 n Don’t arch the 

lower back

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Get on all fours on the ground. While still on your knees, place both 
hands in front of you, shoulder width apart. Your palms should be flat with 
your middle fingers pointing directly in front of you. Try to line up the joints 
of your arms; your shoulders should be stacked over your elbows and your 
elbows over your wrists.

STEP 2: Step back into the Plank position. Your feet should be closer than 
shoulder-width apart. Your goal is to create a perfect triangle from your 
shoulder to your heels to your wrists. 

STEP 3: Start with your hips above the nuetral position, find your balance in 
your hands and feet, then slowly descend into the Plank Position. It will be 
hard to judge where the neutral spinal position is, so use a friend or trainer to 
judge your alignment. Control your breathing throughout this period.

Tips & Safety: 
One of the most common mistakes in this 
exercise is the extending/arching of the 
lower back. This effectively disengages the 
abdominals and puts additional pressure 
on your back. Basically, if you don’t feel 
your abdominals working, you are prob-
ably arching your lower back. In order to 
counter this, try to suck in your belly but-
ton towards your spine and tuck your pelvis 
under your body.

If you have wrist mobility issues or injuries, 
you can either rotate your hands in slightly 
creating an imaginary triangle with your 
thumbs and forefingers. You can also drop 
onto your elbows if necessary, but try to 
avoid this position if possible; the benefits 
gained are not as transferrable to other ex-
ercises as the variation proposed here.

Another common mistake is the dropping 
of the chin towards the ground. This brings 
the spine out of alignment and could lead 
to discomfort. Remember to keep your chin 
tucked to avoid this, especially during long 
durations.

An easy way to make this exercise easier 
is by spreading the feet apart. The wider 
the feet are apart, the more stability will be 
generated. Conversely, to make it more dif-
ficult keep your feet together or try it on a 
single foot to further degrade stability.

1
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: CORE

Plank Shoulder Touch (Plank Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Plank Shoulder Touch is a more challenging variation of the Plank. It 
involves briefly letting go of the ground to touch your opposite shoulder with 
one hand. This requires additional core stability. Try to avoid rotating your 
trunk as you perform each rep.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Stabilize on one 

side by shifting 
slightly towards 
your centerline

 n Tight Core
 n Firmly planted 

hands
 n Avoid body 

rotation

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: CORE

Mountain Climber (Plank Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Mountain Climber is an excellent conditioning variation of the Plank. It 
involves quickly transitioning from one foot to the other. Attempt to get your 
knee between your elbows with each rep, engaging your core and further 
taxing your endurance.

Basic Cues
 n Hands rooted
 n Avoid body 

rotation

 n Get your knees 
between your 
elbows

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: NONE  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: Core

Plank Knee Touch (Plank variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Plank Knee Touch is a variation of the basic Plank exercise that involves 
stabilizing your core while you touch one hand to the opposite knee. Try to 
avoid rotating your trunk during the movement by stabilizing your body over 
the opposite arm.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Avoid trunk 

rotation
 n Shift your body 

towards center-
line to balance

 n Avoid drop-
ping your chin 
towards the 
ground.

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: CORE

Bottom Plank Hold (Plank Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Bottom Plank Hold is an extremely challenging variation that removes 
the stability that your arms provide, forces your body into a truly straight line, 
and taxes your arms and shoulders much more than the typical Plank.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Upper arms at 

45 degrees out 
from body

 n Tight Core
 n Avoid drop-

ping the hips or 
overly extend-
ing the lumbar

1
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: NONE  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER

Good Morning

DESCRIPTION: 
The Good Morning exercise is a foundational drill that involves hinging at 
the hips while keeping your spine neutral. This exercise works your posterior 
chain and prepares your body for explosive sandbag and kettlebell drills.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Feet Rooted
 n Hook Grip
 n Hip Pop

 n Tight Core
 n Shoulders 

Tucked

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Start with your feet slightly greater than shoulder width apart and 
hands behind your ears. Keep your shoulders back and knees locked at the 
start of each rep.

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, begin bending at the 
hips. Try to push your hips behind you, accomodating the motion by bending 
your knees slightly (as shown in picture 2). Imagine there is a wall behind you 
that you are trying to touch with your butt.

STEP 3: Only go as far down as the flexibility of your hamstrings, hips, and 
shoulders will allow while maintaining good form. As soon as your back be-
gins to round, stop and reverse the motion.

Tips & Safety: 
This exercise is excellent for preparing your 
body for the Kettlebell Swing as well as the 
Deadlift exercise. It ’s also a great assess-
ment tool for judging where you are prior 
to attempting to add load with a kettlebell, 
sandbag, or other implement.

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: Full Body

SPRAWL

DESCRIPTION: 
The Sprawl exercise, also called the Squat Thruster, is a dynamic exercise that 
requires a full body movement requiring strength, flexibility, and endurance 
throughout the duraction of the drill

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Squat until your 

hands touch the 
ground

 n Hands replace 
feet when hop-
ping out of Push 
Up Position

STEPS: 
STEP 1: Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart, your hands at the ready.

STEP 2: Keeping your chest proud and shoulders back, perform a Squat reach-
ing for the ground as you do so. Place your palms flat against the ground in 
between your feet.

STEP 3: As soon as your hands reach the ground, hop your feet back into a 
Push Up position. If you want to engage your shoulders more, stop just shy 
of a full Push Up position. Keep your spine neutral and lock out your arms 
and legs at the back of the repetition. As soon as you get into the Push Up 
position, use your core to hop your feet forward. Simultaneously begin lifting 
your hands and get back into a full Squat. Ideally, your timing should be such 
that it seems as if your feet are replacing the spot where your hands were. 
Rise out of the Squat and make sure you go back to a full standing position 
before starting your next rep. 

Tips & Safety: 
The Sprawl exercise can be exhausting dur-
ing high repetition sets, or if it ’s used as a 
workout finisher. During this situation your 
form may begin to degrade, potentially put-
ting your back at risk. If this begins to oc-
cur, modify the execise by stepping your 
feet into the Push Up position rather than 
hopping into it. This is also a good modi-
fication if you have knee problems or hip 
flexibility issues. 

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Variation EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Explosive SECTION: Full Body

BURPEE (SPRAWL Variation)

DESCRIPTION: 
The Burpee is a popular endurance exercise used by military, athletic, and 
competitive organizations for training and assessment. It is a complex move-
ment involving a Sprawl, Push Up, and Squat Jump.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Throw your 

arms up during 
jump

 n Maintain good 
Push Up form 
following 
Sprawl

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Foundational EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: NONE  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: CORE

Leg Raise

DESCRIPTION: 
The Leg Raise exercise is a simple alternative to the Sit Up that allows you to 
hit your lower abs and hip flexers without stabilizing your back. While my 
head is up slightly to avoid putting it on an ant hill, you should try to maintain 
a neurtal spine and avoid arching your lower back.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral Spine
 n Avoid Rounding 

the Lower Back
 n Put Your Hands 

by Your Glutes 
to Make Easier

 n Suck in Your 
Belly Button 
Towards Your 
Spine

1 2 3

CATEGORY: Foundational EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: CORE

Hip Raise

DESCRIPTION: 
The Hip Raise exercise is an excellent core exercise that engages the glutes 
and hamstrings. This is a good exercise for enhancing core strength for wres-
tling and BJJ, and while it can be challenging when used alongside other core 
exercises, or as an active rest between explosive exercise sets.

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Feet flat
 n shins at 90 

degrees

 n Flex your glutes 
at the top of 
each repetition

1 2 3
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CATEGORY: Foundational EXERCISE IMPLEMENT: None  Move TYPE: Deliberate SECTION: LOWER

Sit Up

DESCRIPTION: 
We are constantly sitting up to get up from a laying position, as such, the 
Sit Up is a functional exercise that engages the core. The goal is to keep the 
spine as straight as possible and further engage the abdominals by using an 
unanchored position (don’t put anything on your feet).

Basic Cues
 n Neutral spine
 n Tight core
 n Push heels into 

the ground

 n Proud chest
 n Shoulders back
 n Don’t reach 

with chin

1 2 3
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Workouts Determine Fitness Ability Focus
Individual workout sets determine the Fitness 

Ability you’re attempting to enhance. While some 

exercises can improve particular abilities (e.g. the 

Strict Press is useful for enhancing Upper Body 

Strength), almost any exercise can be geared to 

improve a particular ability depending on the 

weight used, the work time/reps, the rest period, 

and the total number of rounds.

For example, let’s use different Set Patterns with 

the same exercise to change the Fitness Ability 

focus. The Kettlebell Goblet Squat will be our ex-

ample exercise.

If you are looking to enhance strength, you will 

need to use more weight, more rest, and fewer 

reps/work times. To work on Lower Body Strength 

with the Kettlebell Goblet Squat, you can perform 

the following Set Pattern:

5 rounds of 5 repetitions descending for 5 sec-

onds (increasing time under tension), resting for 

2-3 minutes in between rounds. The kettlebell 

weight will need to be heavy, meaning that you 

should only be able to perform a maximum of 8 

repetitions with the weight before failure.

If instead you are planning to work on endurance, 

you would instead want less weight, more reps, 

and less rest. In this situation, you may do inter-

vals of 15 seconds on and 15 seconds resting for 

10 to 20 rounds, performing your Kettlebell Gob-

let Squats faster. In this situation you would want 

your weight to be light enough to perform 25 to 

50 reps before failure.

WORKOUT EXPERIMENTATION
I could harp on the benefits of one workout over 

another, but as I’ve stated throughout this book, 

there is no solution that is universal. Your situa-

tion is unique and therefore, your solution must 

be as well. 

Difficulty will be determined by the user. That 

means that any workout can be beginner, mod-

erate, or advanced depending on the inputs of 

the user. By adjusting the weight, rest, reps, ex-

ercise variation, or intensity, the workouts can be 

geared to anyone. The goal is to maintain form 

by adjusting the variables to meet the minimum 

parameters of each workout.
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Type: WARM UP IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set Pattern: S INGLE Body Section: FULL BODY

WARM UP #1

DESCRIPTION: 
Perform this warm up slowly and deliberately focusing on 
form above all else. Rest as needed.

Sets: 
A1: Push Up - 2 ROUND X 10 REP

A2: Good Morning - 2 ROUND X 10 REP

A3: Squat - 2 ROUND X 10 REP

A4: Sprawl - 2 ROUND X 10 REP

Type: WARM UP IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: S INGLE Body Section: FULL BODY

WARM UP #2

DESCRIPTION: 
Perform this warm up slowly and deliberately focusing on 
form above all else. Rest as needed.

Sets: 
A1: 2-Hand Swing - 1 ROUND X 10 REP

B1: 1-Hand Swing - 1 ROUND X 10 REP ES

C1: Alternating Swing - 1 ROUND X 10 REP

D1: 2-Hand Swing Throw - 1 ROUND X 10 REP

Ideally your warm ups will include 5-10 minutes 

of joint mobility work. Each joint must be iso-

lated and worked independently in multiple ways. 

You always want to make sure to take the each 

joint into its fully avail- able range of motion; this 

will help with the prevention of tightening and 

shortening of muscles, as well as the prevention 

of adhesions that can grow across the ligament or 

tissue, thereby limiting the mobility of the joint. 

Muscle spasticity (contraction) can occur and in-

terfere with movement when responding to an in-

creased resistance.

There are literally thousands of mobiity exercises, 

the majority of which are best shown rather than 

explained. For that reason, these warm ups utilize 

a few of the exercises contained in this book that  

can easily be applied. If you are interested in see-

ing joint mobility workouts, please go to Mega-

MadExercises.com or MegaMadWorkouts.com for 

more information.

Be sure to perform at least one of these warm ups 

before every workout.

WARM UPS

Type: WARM UP IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set Pattern: S INGLE Body Section: FULL BODY

WARM UP #3

DESCRIPTION: 
Perform this warm up slowly and deliberately focusing on 
form above all else. Rest as needed.

Sets: 
A1: Hindu Push Up - 1 ROUND X 10 REP

B1: Squat - 1 ROUND X 10 REP

C1: Plank Knee Touch - 1 ROUND X 10 REP

D1: Hip Raise - 1 ROUND X 10 REP

Type: WARM UP IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: S INGLE Body Section: Upper

WARM UP #4

DESCRIPTION: 
Perform this warm up slowly and deliberately focusing on 
form above all else. Rest as needed.

Sets: 
A1: Figure 8 - 2 ROUNDS X 30 SEC

A2: Sprawl - 2 ROUNDS X 30 SEC

A3: Deadlift - 2 ROUNDS X 30 SEC

A4: Sprawl - 2 ROUNDS X 30 SEC
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Kettlebell Workouts

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: Superset Body Section: UPPER

Workout #1

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 30-60 sconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: 1-Hand Bent Over Row - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC ES

A2: Kettlebell Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

B1: Wide Halo - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

B2: Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

C1: Halo - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

C2: Figure 8 Press - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

D1: Rotational Press - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

D2: Strict Press - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC ES

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: C ircuit Body Section: Upper

Workout #3

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 30-60 sconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Clean - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP ES

A2: 2-Hand Press - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

A3: Racked TGU - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

B1: Halo - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

B2: TGU - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP ES

B3: Figure 8 Hold - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP ES

C1: Figure 8 Curl - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP ES

C2: Windmill - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP ES

C3: Hip-Start Halo - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

D1: Hip-Start Halo - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

D2: Racked TGU - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP ES

D3: 2-Hand TGU - 1 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: S ingle Body Section: UPPER

Workout #2

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 30 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Figure 8 Press - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

B1: Clean - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC ES

C1: TGU - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC ES

D1: Lower Rack Windmill - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC ES

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set PAttern: C ircuit Body Section: UPPER

Workout #4

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 30-60 sconds between 
rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Figure 8 Curl - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

A2: TGU - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

A3: Figure 8 Curl - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

A4: Kettlebell Sit Up - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

A5: 1-Hand High Pull - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

A6: Alternating Swing - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC
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Kettlebell Workouts

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: Superset Body Section: Upper

Workout #5

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a moderate to heavy weight. No rest between exer-
cises. Rest 60-90 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Hip-Start Halo - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

A2: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

B1: Wide Halo - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

B2: Lower Rack Windmill - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

C1: Figure 8 - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

C2: 2-Hand Press - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

D1: Strict Press - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

D2: 2-Hand Press - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: S ingle Body Section: Upper

Workout #7

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between rounds and 
sets.

Sets: 
A1: Rotational Press - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

B1: Hip-Start Halo - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

C1: Racked TGU - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

D1: Upper Rack Windmill - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: Superset Body Section: Upper

Workout #6

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a moderate to heavy weight. No rest between exer-
cises. Rest 60-90 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: 1-Hand High Pull - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

A2: Lower Rack Windmill - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

B1: 1-Hand Bent Over Row - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

B2: Kettlebell Sit Up - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

C1: Strict Press - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

C2: Halo - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

D1: Rotational Press - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

D2: Figure 8 Curl - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: S ingle Body Section: Upper

Workout #8

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between rounds and 
sets.

Sets: 
A1: Wide Halo - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

B1: Figure 8 Hold - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

C1: 2-Hand TGU - 5 ROUND X 5 REP 

D1: Windmill - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES
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Kettlebell Workouts

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: Superset Body Section: LOWER

Workout #9

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 30-60 sconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: 2-Hand Swing Throw - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC

A2: Lower Rack Windmill - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC ES

B1: 2-Hand Swing Throw - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC

B2: Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC

C1: 2-Hand Swing - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC

C2: 2-Hand Swing Throw - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC

D1: 1-Arm Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC ES

D2: 2-Hand Swing Throw - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: C ircuit Body Section: LOWER

Workout #11

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 30-45 seconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Goblet Squat - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP

A2: Front Squat - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP ES

A3: TGU - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP ES

B1: 2-Hand Swing Throw - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP

B2: 2-Hand TGU - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP

B3: Deadlift - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP

C1: Alternating Swing - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP

C2: Windmill - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP ES

C3: Figure 8 Squat - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP ES

D1: Front Squat - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP ES

D2: TGU - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP

D3: 2-Hand TGU - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: S ingle Body Section: LOWER

Workout #10

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 30-45 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: 1-Hand Swing - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC ES

B1: Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

C1: Clean & Press - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC ES

D1: Upper Rack Windmill - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC ES

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set PAttern: C ircuit Body Section: LOWER

Workout #12

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest as needed to complete workout, but complete as 
quickly as possible.

Sets: 
A1: Goblet Squat - 2 ROUND x 25 REP

A2: Racked TGU - 2 ROUND x 25 REP ES

A3: Front Squat - 2 ROUND x 25 REP ES

A4: Kettlebell Sit Up - 2 ROUND x 25 REP

A5: 1-Hand Swing - 2 ROUND x 25 REP ES

A6: Deadlift - 2 ROUND x 25 REP
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Kettlebell Workouts

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: Superset Body Section: LOWER

Workout #13

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a moderate to heavy weight. No rest between exer-
cises. Rest 60-90 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: 2-Hand Swing Throw - 10 ROUND X 1 REP

A2: Windmill - 10 ROUND X 1 REP ES

B1: Figure 8 Squat - 10 ROUND X 1 REP ES

B2: Kettlebell Sit Up - 10 ROUND X 1 REP

C1: 1-Hand Swing - 10 ROUND X 1 REP ES

C2: 2-Hand Swing Throw - 10 ROUND X 1 REP

D1: Deadlift - 10 ROUND X 1 REP

D2: Figure 8 Squat - 10 ROUND X 1 REP ES

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: S ingle Body Section: LOWER

Workout #15

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60-90 seconds between rounds 
and sets.

Sets: 
A1: 1-Hand Swing - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

B1: Front Squat - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

C1: 2-Hand TGU - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

D1: Windmill - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: Superset Body Section: Upper

Workout #14

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a moderate to heavy weight. No rest between exer-
cises. Rest 60-90 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Front Squat - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

A2: Lower Rack Windmill - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

B1: Alternating Swing - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

B2: Upper Rack Windmill - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

C1: Alternating Swing - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

C2: 2-Hand Swing - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

D1: Alternating Swing - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

D2: 2-Hand Swing - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: S ingle Body Section: LOWER

Workout #16

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60-90 seconds between rounds 
and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Front Squat - 5 ROUND X 3 REP ES

B1: 1-Arm Suitcase Deadlift - 5 ROUND X 3 REP ES

C1: 2-Hand TGU - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

D1: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 5 ROUND X 3 REP
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Kettlebell Workouts

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: PYRAMID Body Section: Core

Workout #17

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest as needed, but attempt to complete the workout as 
fast as possible.

Sets: 
A1: Kettlebell Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

B1: Upper Rack Windmill - 3 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP ES

C1: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

D1: Kettlebell Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: S INGLE Body Section: Core

Workout #19

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 30 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Windmill - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC ES

B1: Kettlebell Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

C1: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

D1: Kettlebell Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: SUPERSET Body Section: Core

Workout #18

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 30-60 seconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC

A2: Windmill - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

B1: Lower Rack Windmill - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

B2: Windmill - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

C1: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC

C2: Upper Rack Windmill - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

D1: Lower Rack Windmill - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

D2: Windmill - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set PAttern: S INGLE Body Section: Core

Workout #20

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 30 seconds between rounds. Rest 60 seconds be-
tween sets.

Sets: 
A1: Lower Rack Windmill - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP ES

B1: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP

C1: Kettlebell Sit Up - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP

D1: Windmill - 1 X 1 TO 10 REP ES
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Kettlebell Workouts

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: C IRCUIT Body Section: Core

Workout #21

DESCRIPTION: 
Use moderate weight. Rest 30 seconds between exercis-
es. Rest 90 seconds between rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Kettlebell Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

A2: Upper Rack Windmill - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

A3: Kettlebell Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

A4: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

A5: Upper Rack Windmill - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

A6: Kettlebell Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: C IRCUIT Body Section: Core

Workout #23

DESCRIPTION: 
Use moderate weight. Rest 30 seconds between exercis-
es. Rest 90 seconds between rounds.

Sets: 
A1: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

A2: Kettlebell Sit Up - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

A3: Windmill - 8 ROUND X 5 REP ES

A4: Kettlebell Sit Up - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

A5: Upper Rack Windmill - 8 ROUND X 5 REP ES

A6: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: S INGLE Body Section: Core

Workout #22

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between rounds and 
sets.

Sets: 
A1: Windmill - 8 ROUND X 5 REP ES

B1: Kettlebell Sit Up - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

C1: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

D1: Kettlebell Sit Up - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: S ingle Body Section: Core

Workout #24

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between rounds and 
sets.

Sets: 
A1: Lower Rack Windmill - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

B1: Kettlebell Sit Up - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

C1: Upper Rack Windmill - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

D1: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 5 ROUND X 5 REP
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Kettlebell Workouts

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: Superset Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #25

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 30-60 seconds between 
sets and rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Clean & Press - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ES

A2: Kettlebell Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

B1: Racked TGU - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ES

B2: Upper Rack Windmill - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ES

C1: TGU - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ES

C2: 2-Hand TGU - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: Interval Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #27

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 30 seconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Racked TGU - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

A2: TGU - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

A3: Racked TGU - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

B1: 1-Hand High Pull - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

B2: 1-Hand Swing - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

B3: Upper Rack Windmill - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

C1: Figure 8 - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC

C2: 1-Hand Swing - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

C3: Lower Rack Windmill - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

D1: Strict Press - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

D2: 1-Hand Swing - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

D3: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

SET PATTERN: S ingle Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #26

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 30-45 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: TGU - 5 ROUND X 10 REP ES

B1: 1-Hand High Pull - 5 ROUND X 10 REP ES

C1: 2-Hand Swing Throw - 5 ROUND X 10 REP

D1: Upper Rack Windmill - 5 ROUND X 10 REP ES

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set PAttern: C ircuit Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #28

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest as needed but complete the workout as quickly as 
possible.

Sets: 
A1: Wide Halo - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

A2: Hip-Start Halo - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

A3: Front Squat - 1 ROUND X 50 REP ES

A4: 2-Hand Swing - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

A5: Kettlebell Sit Up - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

A6: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 1 ROUND X 50 REP
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Kettlebell Workouts

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: C IRCUIT Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #29

DESCRIPTION: 
Use moderate to heavy weight. 30 second rest between 
exercises. Rest 60 seconds between rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Hip-Start Halo - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

A2: Clean - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

A3: 1-Arm Suitcase Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

A4: 1-Arm Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

A5: 2-Hand Overhead Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

A6: Lower Rack Windmill - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: s ingle Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #31

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between rounds and 
sets.

Sets: 
A1: 2-Hand TGU - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

B1: Figure 8 Curl - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

C1: 1-Arm Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

D1: Windmill - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: S INGLE Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #30

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between rounds and 
sets.

Sets: 
A1: 2-Hand TGU - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

B1: Hip-Start Halo - 5 ROUND X 3 REP ES

C1: Goblet Squat - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

D1: Kettlebell Sit Up - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: Kettlebell

Set Pattern: Superset Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #32

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a moderate to heavy weight. No rest between exer-
cises. Rest 60-90 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: 2-Hand Swing Throw - 10 ROUND X 1 REP

A2: Clean & Press - 10 ROUND X 1 REP ES

B1: Figure 8 Hold - 10 ROUND X 1 REP ES

B2: Racked TGU - 10 ROUND X 1 REP

C1: Deadlift - 10 ROUND X 1 REP

C2: 1-Arm Deadlift - 10 ROUND X 1 REP

D1: Front Squat - 10 ROUND X 1 REP

D2: Deadlift - 10 ROUND X 1 REP
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SANDBAG Workouts

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

SET PATTERN: interval Body Section: UPPER

Workout #33

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. 30-45 seconds rest between 
sets and rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Shouldering - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC

A2: Half Get Up - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

B1: Fist Grip Press - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC

B2: Half Get Up - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

C1: Shoulder to Shoulder Press - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC

C2: Half Get Up - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

D1: Shouldering - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC

D2: Half Get Up - 10 ROUND X 30 SEC ES

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

SET PATTERN: C IRCUIT Body Section: UPPER

Workout #35

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 60 seconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Shoulder to Shoulder Press - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A2: Zercher Clean - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A3: Sots Press - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

B1: Zercher Clean - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

B2: Zercher Squat - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

B3: Half Get Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC ES

C1: Shoulder to Shoulder Press - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

C2: Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

C3: Half Get Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC ES

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

SET PATTERN: C ircuit Body Section: UPPER

Workout #34

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. 60-90 second rest between 
rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Zercher Clean - 2 ROUND x 25 REP

A2: Snatch - 2 ROUND x 25 REP

A3: Shoulder to Shoulder Press - 2 ROUND x 25 REP

A4: Sots Press - 2 ROUND x 25 REP

A5: Fist Grip Press - 2 ROUND x 25 REP

A6: Overhead Squat - 2 ROUND x 25 REP

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set PAttern: C ircuit Body Section: UPPER

Workout #36

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 30 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Shoulder to Shoulder Press - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

B1: Front Press - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

C1: Fist Grip Press - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

D1: Half Get Up - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC ES
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SANDBAG Workouts

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: 3X3 Body Section: UPPER

Workout #37

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between rounds and 
sets.

Sets: 
A1: Front Press - 3 ROUND X 3 REP

B1: Zercher Clean - 3 ROUND X 3 REP 

C1: Shouldering - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

D1: Half Get Up - 3 ROUND X 3 REP ES

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: C IRCUIT Body Section: UPPER

Workout #39

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. 60-90 seconds rest between 
rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Fist Grip Press - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

A2: Sots Press - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

A3: Front Press - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

A4: Overhead Squat - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

A5: Zercher Clean - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

A6: Overhead Squat - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: SUPERSET Body Section: UPPER

Workout #38

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a moderate to heavy weight. No rest between exer-
cises. Rest 60-90 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Zercher Clean - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

A2: Half Get Up - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

B1: Front Press - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

B2: Half Get Up - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

C1: Fist Grip Press - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

C2: Half Get Up - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

D1: Fist Grip Press - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

D2: Half Get Up - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: S INGLE Body Section: UPPER

Workout #40

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between rounds and 
sets.

Sets: 
A1: Shoulder to Shoulder Press - 8 ROUND X 5 REP ES

B1: Fist Grip Press - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

C1: Shoulder to Shoulder Press - 8 ROUND X 5 REP ES

D1: Half Get Up - 8 ROUND X 5 REP ES
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SANDBAG Workouts

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

SET PATTERN: SUPERSET Body Section: LOWER

Workout #41

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 30 seconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Shoulder Squat - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

A2: Sots Press - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

B1: Side to Side Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

B2: Overhead Squat - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

C1: Back Squat - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

C2: Half Get Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ES

D1: 2-Hand Swing - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

D2: Half Get Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ES

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

SET PATTERN: INTERVAL Body Section: LOWER

Workout #43

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 15 seconds for each 15 second work set. Rest 30 
seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Sumo Deadlift - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

A2: Shoulder Squat - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

A3: Overhead Squat - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

B1: Rotational Swing - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

B2: Side to Side Deadlift - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

B3: Half Get Up - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC 

C1: Back Squat - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

C2: Staggered Stance Deadlift - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

C3: Half Get Up - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

SET PATTERN: C IRCUIT Body Section: LOWER

Workout #42

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 60 seconds between 
rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Sumo Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A2: Snatch - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A3: Side to Side Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A4: Sots Press - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A5: Staggered Stance Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC ES

A6: Overhead Squat - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set PAttern: PYRAMID Body Section: LOWER

Workout #44

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest as needed but complete as quickly as possible.

Sets: 
A1: Sumo Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

B1: Side to Side Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

C1: 2-Hand Swing - 3 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP

D1: Half Get Up - 3 ROUND X 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 REP ES
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SANDBAG Workouts

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: 8X5 Body Section: LOWER

Workout #45

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between rounds and 
sets.

Sets: 
A1: Zercher Squat - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

B1: Rotational Swing - 8 ROUND X 5 REP ES

C1: Staggered Stance Deadlift - 8 ROUND X 5 REP ES

D1: Half Get Up - 8 ROUND X 5 REP ES

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: C IRCUIT Body Section: LOWER

Workout #47

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 30 seconds between exercises. Rest 90-120 seconds 
between rounds.

Sets: 
A1: 2-Hand Swing - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

A2: Sumo Deadlift - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

A3: Shoulder Squat - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

A4: Zercher Squat - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

A5: Back Squat - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

A6: Snatch - 8 ROUND X 5 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: C IRCUIT Body Section: LOWER

Workout #46

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. No rest between exercises. 60 sec-
onds rest between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Back Squat - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

A2: Zercher Squat - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

A3: Sots Press - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

B1: Back Squat - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

B2: Deadlift - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

B3: Snatch - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

C1: Side to Side Deadlift - 5 ROUND X 3 REP ES

C2: Shoulder Squat - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

C3: Sots Press - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

D1: Zercher Squat - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

D2: Staggered Stance Deadlift - 5 ROUND X 3 REP ES

D3: Half Get Up - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: S INGLE Body Section: LOWER

Workout #48

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between rounds and 
sets.

Sets: 
A1: Sumo Deadlift - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

B1: Overhead Squat - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

C1: Staggered Stance Deadlift - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

D1: Overhead Squat - 10 ROUND X 3 REP
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SANDBAG Workouts

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

SET PATTERN: INTERVAL Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #49

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 15 seconds for each 15 second work set. Rest 30 
seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Overhead Squat - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

A2: Fist Grip Press - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

B1: Sots Press - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

B2: 2-Hand Swing - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

C1: Overhead Squat - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

C2: Half Get Up - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

SET PATTERN: Interval Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #51

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 10 seconds for each 20 second work set. Rest 30 
seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Snatch - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

A2: Staggered Stance Deadlift - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC 

A3: Snatch - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

B1: Overhead Squat - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

B2: Shoulder to Shoulder Press - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

B3: Sots Press - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

C1: Overhead Squat - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

C2: Sots Press - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

C3: Front Press - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

SET PATTERN: C IRCUIT Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #50

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 60 seconds between 
rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Rotational Swing - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A2: Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A3: Sumo Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A4: Zercher Squat - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A5: Deadlift - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A6: Sots Press - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set PAttern: CHALLENGE Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #52

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest as needed but complete the workout as quickly as 
possible.

Sets: 
A1: Shoulder to Shoulder Press - 2 ROUND X 50 REP

A2: Side to Side Deadlift - 2 ROUND X 50 REP

A3: Sots Press - 2 ROUND X 50 REP

A4: Front Press - 2 ROUND X 50 REP

A5: Shoulder Squat - 2 ROUND X 50 REP

A6: Snatch - 2 ROUND X 50 REP
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SANDBAG Workouts

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: C IRCUIT Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #53

DESCRIPTION: 
Use heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between exercises. 
Rest 60-90 seconds between rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Fist Grip Press - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

A2: Staggered Stance Deadlift - 10 ROUND X 3 REP ES

A3: Snatch - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

A4: Shoulder to Shoulder Press - 10 ROUND X 3 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: S INGLE Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #55

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a heavy weight. Rest 60 seconds between rounds and 
sets.

Sets: 
A1: Back Squat - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

B1: Overhead Squat - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

C1: Staggered Stance Deadlift - 5 ROUND X 3 REP ES

D1: Snatch - 5 ROUND X 3 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: SUPERSET Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #54

DESCRIPTION: 
Use a moderate to heavy weight. No rest between exer-
cises. Rest 60-90 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Shouldering - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

A2: Shoulder to Shoulder Press - 5 ROUND X 5 REP ES

B1: Rotational Swing - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

B2: Staggered Stance Deadlift - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

C1: Snatch - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

C2: Half Get Up - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

Type: Strength IMPLEMENT: SANDBAG

Set Pattern: C IRCUIT Body Section: FULL BODY

Workout #56

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. 90 second rest between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Shouldering - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

A2: Rotational Swing - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

A3: Front Press - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

B1: Deadlift - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

B2: Front Press - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

B3: Back Squat - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

C1: Sots Press - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

C2: Snatch - 5 ROUND X 5 REP

C3: Overhead Squat - 5 ROUND X 5 REP
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BODYWEIGHT Workouts

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: NONE

SET PATTERN: SUPERSET Body Section: UPPER

Workout #57

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. 30-60 seconds rest between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Push Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

A2: Plank Knee Touch - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

B1: Push Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

B2: Plank - 3 ROUND X 60 SECS

C1: Hindu Push Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

C2: Mountain Climber - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

D1: Clap Push Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

D2: Plank Shoulder Touch - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: NONE

SET PATTERN: SUPERSET Body Section: UPPER

Workout #59

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 60-90 seconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Hindu Push Up - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

A2: Sprawl - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

B1: Push Up - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

B2: Sprawl - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

C1: Hindu Push Up - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

C2: Burpee - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

D1: Push Up - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

D2: Burpee - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: NONE

SET PATTERN: C IRCUIT Body Section: UPPER

Workout #58

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 60-90 seconds between 
rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Push Up - 1 ROUND X 1 TO 10 REP

A2: Hindu Push Up - 1 ROUND X 1 TO 10 REP

A3: Bottom Plank Hold - 1 ROUND X 1 TO 10 REP

A4: Hindu Push Up - 1 ROUND X 1 TO 10 REP

A5: Push Up - 1 ROUND X 1 TO 10 REP

A6: Leg Raise - 1 ROUND X 1 TO 10 REP

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set PAttern: INTERVAL Body Section: UPPER

Workout #60

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 15 seconds for each 15 second work set. Rest 30 
seconds between sets.

Sets: 
A1: Hindu Push Up - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

B1: Sprawl - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

C1: Clap Push Up - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

D1: Burpee - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC
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BODYWEIGHT Workouts

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set Pattern: S INGLE Body Section: LOWER

Workout #61

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 60 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Lunge Hold - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

B1: Squat - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

C1: Lunge - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

D1: Lunge Hold - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set Pattern: INTERVAL Body Section: LOWER

Workout #63

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 60-90 seconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Lunge Hold - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

A2: Bottom Plank Hold - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

B1: Lunge Hold - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

B2: Sit Up - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

C1: Good Morning - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

C2: Mountain Climber - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

D1: Squat - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

D2: Mountain Climber - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set Pattern: INTERVAL Body Section: LOWER

Workout #62

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 10 seconds for each 20 second work set. No rest be-
tween exercises. 30 second rest between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Squat - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

A2: Split Squat - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

A3: Mountain Climber - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

B1: Squat Jump - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

B2: Squat - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

B3: Bottom Plank Hold - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

C1: Lunge Hold - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

C2: Squat Hold - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

C3: Plank - 8 ROUND X 20 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set Pattern: C IRCUIT ROT Body Section: LOWER

Workout #64

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises or rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Squat - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC

A2: Split Squat Jump - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC

A3: Plank - 3 ROUND X 30 SEC

A4: Squat Jump - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC

A5: Split Squat - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC

A6: Mountain Climber - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 30 SEC
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BODYWEIGHT Workouts

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: NONE

SET PATTERN: S INGLE Body Section: CORE

Workout #65

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 30 seconds between rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Plank - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

B1: Leg Raise - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

C1: Bottom Plank Hold - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

D1: Plank Knee Touch - 3 ROUND X 90 SEC

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: NONE

SET PATTERN: C IRCUIT ROT Body Section: CORE

Workout #67

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 60 seconds between 
rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 45 SEC

A2: Leg Raise - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 45 SEC

A3: Burpee - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 45 SEC

A4: Bottom Plank Hold - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 45 SEC

A5: Plank Shoulder Touch - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 45 SEC

A6: Sprawl - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 45 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: NONE

SET PATTERN: SUPERSET ROT Body Section: CORE

Workout #66

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises, sets, or rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Plank Knee Touch - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A2: Burpee - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

B1: Plank Knee Touch - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

B2: Burpee - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

C1: Leg Raise - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

C2: Burpee - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

D1: Mountain Climber - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

D2: Sprawl - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set PAttern: C IRCUIT ROT Body Section: CORE

Workout #68

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 60 seconds between 
rounds.

Sets: 
A1: Leg Raise - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A2: Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

A3: Burpee - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

B1: Leg Raise - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

B2: Bottom Plank Hold - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

B3: Burpee - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

C1: Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

C2: Mountain Climber - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC

C3: Sprawl - 3 ROUND X 10 REPS ON 60 SEC
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BODYWEIGHT Workouts

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set Pattern: C IRCUIT Body Section: FULL

Workout #69

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 60 seconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Clap Push Up - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

A2: Squat Hold - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

A3: Mountain Climber - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

A4: Push Up - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

A5: Squat Jump - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

A6: Sit Up - 3 ROUND X 60 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set Pattern: S INGLE Body Section: FULL

Workout #71

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest 60 seconds between sets. Rest 15 seconds after each 
15 second work period.

Sets: 
A1: Burpee - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

B1: Split Squat Jump - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

C1: Leg Raise - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

D1: Hindu Push Up - 10 ROUND X 15 SEC

Type: ENDURANCE IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set Pattern: SUPERSET Body Section: FULL

Workout #70

DESCRIPTION: 
No rest between exercises. Rest 60-90 seconds between 
rounds and sets.

Sets: 
A1: Push Up - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

A2: Clap Push Up - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

B1: Squat Hold - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

B2: Split Squat - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

C1: Bottom Plank Hold - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

C2: Plank Shoulder Touch - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

D1: Sprawl - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

D2: Burpee - 3 ROUND X 120 SEC

Type: Endurance IMPLEMENT: NONE

Set Pattern: CHALLENGE Body Section: FULL

Workout #72

DESCRIPTION: 
Rest as needed, but complete as quickly as possible. Rest  
60 seconds between sets.

Sets: 
A1: Push Up - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

A2: Split Squat - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

A3: Burpee - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

B1: Clap Push Up - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

B2: Good Morning - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

B3: Sprawl - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

C1: Hindu Push Up - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

C2: Split Squat Jump - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

C3: Plank - 1 ROUND X 2 MIN

D1: Push Up - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

D2: Hip Raise - 1 ROUND X 50 REP

D3: Plank Knee Touch - 1 ROUND X 50 REP
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The Training
Workout Plans

Like most things in life, I believe in maintaining a 

simple approach unitl you have the understand-

ing to make it more customized to your unique 

situation. The following workout plans are sim-

ple but effective in helping you figure out exactly 

where your weaknesses lie. Try them for 3 months 

and I guarantee that you will have the knowledge 

you need to make significant gains in the future.
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The following is a very broad layout for using the 

three methods (kettlebell, sandbag, and body-

weight) during a 12 month program. You can, of 

course, mix and match the methods, but this pro-

gram will ensure that you maintain some balance 

between the methodologies.

month #1 month #2 month #3

BODYWEIGHT SANDBAG KETTLEBELL

month #4 month #5 month #6

BODYWEIGHT SANDBAG KETTLEBELL

month #7 month #8 month #9

BODYWEIGHT SANDBAG KETTLEBELL

month #10 month #11 month #12

BODYWEIGHT SANDBAG KETTLEBELL

12-Month Game plan
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4-WEEK PROGRAMS

DAY TYPE WORKOUT

DAY 1 FULL 69

DAY 2 UPPER 57

DAY 3 REST

DAY 4 FULL 70

DAY 5 CORE 65

DAY 6 REST

DAY 7 FULL 71

DAY 8 LOWER 61

DAY 9 REST

DAY 10 FULL 72

DAY 11 CORE 66

DAY 12 REST

DAY 13 FULL 69

DAY 14 UPPER 58

DAY 15 REST

DAY 16 FULL 70

DAY 17 CORE 67

DAY 18 REST

DAY 19 FULL 71

DAY 20 LOWER 62

DAY 21 REST

DAY 22 FULL 72

DAY 23 CORE 68

DAY 24 REST

DAY 25 FULL 69

DAY 26 UPPER 59

DAY 27 REST

DAY 28 FULL 70

DAY TYPE WORKOUT

DAY 1 STRENGTH 37

DAY 2 REST

DAY 3 ENDURANCE 41

DAY 4 REST

DAY 5 STRENGTH 45

DAY 6 REST

DAY 7 ENDURANCE 33

DAY 8 REST

DAY 9 STRENGTH 53

DAY 10 REST

DAY 11 ENDURANCE 49

DAY 12 REST

DAY 13 STRENGTH 38

DAY 14 REST

DAY 15 ENDURANCE 42

DAY 16 REST

DAY 17 STRENGTH 46

DAY 18 REST

DAY 19 ENDURANCE 34

DAY 20 REST

DAY 21 STRENGTH 54

DAY 22 REST

DAY 23 ENDURANCE 50

DAY 24 REST

DAY 25 STRENGTH 39

DAY 26 REST

DAY 27 ENDURANCE 43

DAY 28 REST

Bodyweight Program
This is a simple program focused on building endur-

ance. It uses a 2 day on, 1 day off schedule bal-

anced between body sections.

Sandbag Program
This is a simple program focused on building both 

strength and endurance. It uses a 1 day on, 1 day 

off schedule.
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4-WEEK PROGRAMS

DAY TYPE WORKOUT

DAY 1 FULL 25

DAY 2 UPPER 1

DAY 3 REST

DAY 4 FULL 26

DAY 5 CORE 18

DAY 6 REST

DAY 7 FULL 27

DAY 8 LOWER 9

DAY 9 REST

DAY 10 FULL 28

DAY 11 CORE 19

DAY 12 REST

DAY 13 FULL 25

DAY 14 UPPER 2

DAY 15 REST

DAY 16 FULL 26

DAY 17 CORE 20

DAY 18 REST

DAY 19 FULL 27

DAY 20 LOWER 10

DAY 21 REST

DAY 22 FULL 28

DAY 23 CORE 21

DAY 24 REST

DAY 25 FULL 25

DAY 26 UPPER 3

DAY 27 REST

DAY 28 FULL 26

DAY TYPE WORKOUT

DAY 1 STRENGTH 5

DAY 2 REST

DAY 3 ENDURANCE 17

DAY 4 REST

DAY 5 STRENGTH 13

DAY 6 REST

DAY 7 ENDURANCE 18

DAY 8 REST

DAY 9 STRENGTH 29

DAY 10 REST

DAY 11 ENDURANCE 25

DAY 12 REST

DAY 13 STRENGTH 6

DAY 14 REST

DAY 15 ENDURANCE 19

DAY 16 REST

DAY 17 STRENGTH 14

DAY 18 REST

DAY 19 ENDURANCE 20

DAY 20 REST

DAY 21 STRENGTH 30

DAY 22 REST

DAY 23 ENDURANCE 26

DAY 24 REST

DAY 25 STRENGTH 7

DAY 26 REST

DAY 27 ENDURANCE 17

DAY 28 REST

Kettlebell Program #1
This is a simple program focused on building endur-

ance. It uses a 2 day on, 1 day off schedule balanced 

between body sections.

Kettlebell Program #2
This is a simple program focused on building both 

strength and endurance. It uses a 1 day on, 1 day 

off schedule.
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INDEX &
RESOURCES

This book contains quite a bit of referenced 

information. To make it easier use the 

following index to look up data. If you want 

to see the online resource for some of the 

data, check out MegaMadExercises.com and 

MegaMadWorkouts.com
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Workout Index
Type Workout # IMPLEMENT Ability BODY SEC PAGE

WARM UP 1 BODYWEIGHT NA FULL 105

WARM UP 2 KETTLEBELL NA FULL 105

WARM UP 3 BODYWEIGHT NA FULL 105

WARM UP 4 KETTLEBELL NA FULL 105

WORKOUT 1 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE UPPER 106

WORKOUT 2 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE UPPER 106

WORKOUT 3 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE UPPER 106

WORKOUT 4 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE UPPER 106

WORKOUT 5 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH UPPER 107

WORKOUT 6 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH UPPER 107

WORKOUT 7 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH UPPER 107

WORKOUT 8 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH UPPER 107

WORKOUT 9 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE LOWER 108

WORKOUT 10 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE LOWER 108

WORKOUT 11 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE LOWER 108

WORKOUT 12 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE LOWER 108

WORKOUT 13 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH LOWER 109

WORKOUT 14 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH LOWER 109

WORKOUT 15 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH LOWER 109

WORKOUT 16 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH LOWER 109

WORKOUT 18 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE CORE 110

WORKOUT 19 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE CORE 110

WORKOUT 20 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE CORE 110

WORKOUT 21 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH CORE 111

WORKOUT 22 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH CORE 111

WORKOUT 23 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH CORE 111

WORKOUT 24 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH CORE 111

WORKOUT 25 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE FULL 112

WORKOUT 26 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE FULL 112

WORKOUT 27 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE FULL 112

WORKOUT 28 KETTLEBELL ENDURANCE FULL 112

WORKOUT 29 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH FULL 113

WORKOUT 30 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH FULL 113

WORKOUT 31 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH FULL 113

WORKOUT 32 KETTLEBELL STRENGTH FULL 113

WORKOUT 33 SANDBAG ENDURANCE UPPER 114

WORKOUT 34 SANDBAG ENDURANCE UPPER 114

WORKOUT 35 SANDBAG ENDURANCE UPPER 114
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Type Workout # IMPLEMENT Ability BODY SEC PAGE

WORKOUT 36 SANDBAG ENDURANCE UPPER 114

WORKOUT 37 SANDBAG STRENGTH UPPER 115

WORKOUT 38 SANDBAG STRENGTH UPPER 115

WORKOUT 39 SANDBAG STRENGTH UPPER 115

WORKOUT 40 SANDBAG STRENGTH UPPER 115

WORKOUT 41 SANDBAG ENDURANCE LOWER 116

WORKOUT 42 SANDBAG ENDURANCE LOWER 116

WORKOUT 43 SANDBAG ENDURANCE LOWER 116

WORKOUT 44 SANDBAG ENDURANCE LOWER 116

WORKOUT 45 SANDBAG STRENGTH LOWER 117

WORKOUT 46 SANDBAG STRENGTH LOWER 117

WORKOUT 47 SANDBAG STRENGTH LOWER 117

WORKOUT 48 SANDBAG STRENGTH LOWER 117

WORKOUT 49 SANDBAG ENDURANCE FULL 118

WORKOUT 50 SANDBAG ENDURANCE FULL 118

WORKOUT 51 SANDBAG ENDURANCE FULL 118

WORKOUT 52 SANDBAG ENDURANCE FULL 118

WORKOUT 53 SANDBAG STRENGTH FULL 119

WORKOUT 54 SANDBAG STRENGTH FULL 119

WORKOUT 55 SANDBAG STRENGTH FULL 119

WORKOUT 56 SANDBAG STRENGTH FULL 119

WORKOUT 57 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE UPPER 120

WORKOUT 58 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE UPPER 120

WORKOUT 59 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE UPPER 120

WORKOUT 60 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE UPPER 120

WORKOUT 61 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE LOWER 121

WORKOUT 62 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE LOWER 121

WORKOUT 63 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE LOWER 121

WORKOUT 64 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE LOWER 121

WORKOUT 65 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE CORE 122

WORKOUT 66 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE CORE 122

WORKOUT 67 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE CORE 122

WORKOUT 68 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE CORE 122

WORKOUT 69 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE FULL 123

WORKOUT 70 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE FULL 123

WORKOUT 71 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE FULL 123

WORKOUT 72 BODYWEIGHT ENDURANCE FULL 123
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EXERCISE Index
Bottom Plank Hold BODYWEIGHT 98

Burpee BODYWEIGHT 101

Clap Push Up BODYWEIGHT 95

Good Morning BODYWEIGHT 99

Hindu Push Up BODYWEIGHT 95

Hip Raise BODYWEIGHT 102

Leg Raise BODYWEIGHT 102

Lunge BODYWEIGHT 92

Mountain Climber BODYWEIGHT 97

Plank BODYWEIGHT 96

Plank Knee Touch BODYWEIGHT 98

Plank Shoulder Touch BODYWEIGHT 97

Push Up BODYWEIGHT 94

Sit Up BODYWEIGHT 103

Split Squat BODYWEIGHT 91

Split Squat Hold BODYWEIGHT 93

Split Squat Jump BODYWEIGHT 91

Sprawl BODYWEIGHT 100

Squat BODYWEIGHT 90

Squat Hold BODYWEIGHT 93

Squat Jump BODYWEIGHT 92

1-Arm Deadlift KETTLEBELL 65

1-Arm Farmer Hold KETTLEBELL 53

1-Arm Suitcase Deadlift KETTLEBELL 65

1-Hand Bent Over Row KETTLEBELL 66

1-Hand High Pull KETTLEBELL 59

1-Hand Swing KETTLEBELL 39

1-Hand Swing Flip KETTLEBELL 41

2-Hand Overhead Sit Up KETTLEBELL 61

2-Hand Press KETTLEBELL 45

2-Hand Swing KETTLEBELL 38

2-Hand Swing Flip KETTLEBELL 41

2-Hand Swing Throw KETTLEBELL 40

2-Hand TGU KETTLEBELL 48

Alternating Swing KETTLEBELL 39

Clean KETTLEBELL 62

Clean & Press KETTLEBELL 63

Deadlift KETTLEBELL 64

Figure 8 KETTLEBELL 56

EXERCISE IMPLEMENT PAGE
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Figure 8 Curl KETTLEBELL 58

Figure 8 Hold KETTLEBELL 57

Figure 8 Press KETTLEBELL 57

Figure 8 Squat KETTLEBELL 58

Front Squat KETTLEBELL 43

Goblet Squat KETTLEBELL 42

Halo KETTLEBELL 50

High Rack Windmill KETTLEBELL 55

Hip-Start Halo KETTLEBELL 51

Kettlebell Sit Up KETTLEBELL 60

Low Rack Windmill KETTLEBELL 55

Overhead Hold KETTLEBELL 53

Rack Hold KETTLEBELL 53

Racked TGU KETTLEBELL 49

Rotational Press KETTLEBELL 45

Strict Press KETTLEBELL 44

Squat Hold KETTLEBELL 52

TGU KETTLEBELL 46

Wide Halo KETTLEBELL 51

Windmill KETTLEBELL 54

2-Hand Swing SANDBAG 76

Back Squat SANDBAG 83

Deadlift SANDBAG 72

Fist Grip Press SANDBAG 79

Front Press SANDBAG 78

Half Get Up SANDBAG 86

Overhead Hold SANDBAG 87

Overhead Squat SANDBAG 84

Rotational Swing SANDBAG 77

Shoulder Squat SANDBAG 83

Shoulder Squat Hold SANDBAG 87

Shoulder to Shoulder Press SANDBAG 79

Shouldering SANDBAG 75

Side to Side Deadlift SANDBAG 73

Snatch SANDBAG 81

Sots Press SANDBAG 80

Staggered Stance Deadlift SANDBAG 74

Sumo Deadlift SANDBAG 73

Zercher Clean SANDBAG 85

Zercher Squat SANDBAG 82

EXERCISE IMPLEMENT PAGE




